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end of I catches in the teeth of E, and brings
them properly into gear, with F, after each dis
connection. By means of this spring all sudden
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moment, no such break must exist, so far as

the driving pinion, G, is concerned, else there
could not so well be a contiJ;luous rotary mo
tion of F.

making the pinion, G, quite broad, so that F,

although broken at H, is nevertheless con

This class of resinous oils, known in the

tinuous in its periphery as relates to G.
Fig. 2 is a side sectional view, showing this

tapping certain trees of the order Dipterocar
peOil, and applying heat to the incision.

peculiarity of construction.

The

A notictlable feature of this machine is the

tree is a native of Chittagong, Pegu, Assam

facility with which it may be adjusted, so as

the valley of Kubba, and the jungles of the

to drive posts at an angle, or when standing

Malayan peninsula, and grows to a great hight.

on uneven ground.

I t is described as having a straight stem, of

set screw, L.

often of a circumference of thirteen feet and
About the end of the dry season,

tained, has

eye, K, and secured.

burning until the oil begins to run, when it is

N is a side guide rod, passing through an

ooze

eye, 0, in which is a set screw, P.

The average produce
The oil

cured at any side angle, with the utmost con- ·
venience. In fence building these adjustments

balsam and volatile oil, and when applied as

will be found of peculiar value.

a varnish to wood or other substance, the oil

Machines of the above description are of

evaporating deposits a hard and durable coat

great value in building fences, as they afford

i of resin.

a ready method of driving down the posts

These wood oils are chiefly used as natural

firmly, without digging.

varnishes, either alone or in combination with
colored pigments ; also as a substitute for tar

where the post holes are liug out by spade in
the common manner.

serving timber from the attacks of white ants.

The weight of the machine, independent of

Dammer is the eastern name for a kind of

the driving weight, is small.

indurated pitch or turpentine exuding spon
trees indigenous to

etc.

The principal

For further information address the inventor,
as above, or apply to J. A. Knight & Co., 334

The trees yield

Broadway, New York City.

the dammer in amazing quantity, and gener

.. - ..

ally without the necessity of making incisions.

Takln� Care of Farm Implements

It exudes through the bar!;; , and is either found

Every farmer should have a house for keep

adhering to the trunk or branches in large

ing his implements.

lumps, or in masses on the ground under the
As these often grow near the sea side

ing and sharpening them.
proper

It is exported in large quan

it

is

laid past

Rust is a viper which

poisons the farmer's purse : many farmers al

About 200,000 bundles of dammer are an

low their plows, harrows, and cultivators to

nually exported from Siam.

rust and rot in the corners of open damp

'I'he fruit of Diospyros Embryopteris, a native

sheds during six months of the year, and they

of the East, is so glutinoUll as to be nsed in

seem surprised that their implements do not

A cheap and ready

last longer.

substitute for tar for preserving cordage, &c.,

All farm implements, after having been used

might easily be found in some of the numer

during spring, summer, and fall, should have

ous resins and gum elastics of India.

their wood-work painted, also their coarse

........

metal work ; and every bolt and nut should

The Horse Chesnut.

beautiful

before

to prevent rusting.

principally in paying the bottoms of ships.

the most

and

it should be carefully dried and well greased

the purposes to which we apply pitch, but

is among

place,

for winter, all the bright metal belonging to

tities to Bengal and C hina , and is used for all

tanum)

Every implement,

when not required for use, should have its

quently floated away, and collected in distant

(Esculus Hippocas

It should be tight and

dry ; and adapted for repairing, altering, clean

or on the banks of rivers, the dammer is fre

The horse chesnut tree

Fence posts can be set much more rap

idly by its aid, than in the common manner.

Kauri tree of New Zealand, and D. Orientalis,

Bengal for paying boats.

It can be readi

ly shifted from place to place, quickly applied,

are Dammara ./lustralis (Don,) the

places as drift.

Fences thus built

will be much more durable and firm than

in paying the seams of shipping, and for pre

trees.

By means

of this screw the machine may be set and se

which flows from the wound is a mixture of

the pitch tree of Amboyna.

If it is desired to cant

ened and the rod, J, pushed down through the

out ; into these holes fire is placed, and kept

species

a rocking movement backwards

the machine backwards, the screw, L, is loos

of the wood, and a good sized piece scooped

most of the Indian islands.

The base, M, on which the up

and also sidewise.

cisions are made with an axe into the heart

taneously from various

rod passes

right guide posts, weight, and gearing are sus

that is, in March and April, several deep in

is about 40 gallons in each season.

This

through an eye, K, which is turnished with a

not tapped too soon, the base of the trunk is

received into a bamboo, and allowed to

J is a rod extending from

the top to the base frame.

moro than forty feet to the first branch. When

slowly, drop Py drop.

This difficulty is overcome by set

ting a rQw of cogs on F at one side of H, and

Indian bazaars as gurgun oils, is obhined by

upwards.

Although the wheel, F, has a

break in its cogs which liberates E at the proper

Indian Wood Oil•.-Dammer.

i
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Improved Pile and Post Driver.

ment of wheel E from F, so as to permit the

that
The accompanying engraving exhibits an instantaneous fall of weight A, when it ar
It yields an improved apparatus for driving posts and piles, rives at the top of the machine, a break is
abundance of nuts, but they are suffered to the invention of Mr. Junius M. Sampson, of made in the teeth of wheel F, at H . The
fall and rot, being considered more useless
Waynesville, Ill. Patented March 25, 1 856. wheels continue to turn in the direction of the
that the acorns of the oak. It has been pro 
The weight, A, by which the post is driven arrows, until the teeth ofE arrive at H, where
ven that these nuts contain a great amount of
into the ground, is attached to a rope which there are no cogs, and is thus disengaged;
starch, but the expense of manufacturing has
passes over a pulley, B, at the top of the ma whereupon the weight falls, the direction of
been too great to compete with that made
chine, and winds on a drum, C, on the shaft, E being reversed during the descent. The di
from grain or potatoes . It is stated that exD. Shaft D is revolved by means of. gear rection of F, however, is not changed ; it con
periments which have been made in France,
wheel, E, which meshes with another wheel, tinues to move on until the teeth at the op
extending over a number of years, have re F, and the latter is operated by the pinion, G,
posite end of the break, H, engage with E,
sulted in entire success in making cheap starch to whose shaft the crank is applied.
and the weight is wound up again. I is a
from them.
In order to allow of the sudden disengage- spring secured to the flat surface of H ; OIl
adorns our pleasure grounds.
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be oiled.

The loss of an ounce of iron by

rust, is equal to the loss of an ounce of gold.
C arefulness in all things is economy, and a
little extra trouble saves extra expense.
.....

Liquid

�

India Rubber.

India rubber cut into thin strips and im
mersed in spirits of turpentine in a close ves
sel and kept warm, will dissolve, and in that
state can be put on with a brush, forming a
water-proot coating for anything to which it
may be applied.

It has the objection, how 

ever, of keeping its tack-stickiness-and in
this respect it is seldom used, except for coating
wood or other work placed in water.

� titntifit 6lmeritan.
o
OMNIBUS-D. O. Macomber. of New·York City: I
n
n r
:
claim the arrangement. suhstantially as specified, of two cl�����::cli�� �h� la�:_��� io �h:��� bo:ray!i th! Economy of Fuel In Mannfacturing Iron.
No less than two tuns of coal and about
b�rj;s; 0�1r�h�er�r!i;:��iyo:hea:�h!dba�k!�f fh!r���1; lantern, by the bail. substantially as set torth.
LOCK FOR FREIGHT CARs-Thomas Slaight, of New� half a tun of limestone are used in making a
are curved. and the front edge set obliquely. as set forth, ark,
N.
J.:
I
claim.
the
hasp
G,
fitted
over
the
socket
F.
and for the purpose specified.
tun of pig iron. The manufacture of 5 0 0,000
I also claim, connecting the body with the frame of the of the lock, and secured thereon by the plug, or bolt H
which passes through the hasp and socket into the l�ck''
running gear. so that it will rock thereon, substantially as substantially
tuns ofpig iron requires no less than the enor
as described.
described, in combination with the screw.bolts and ad_
jwting nuts at the ends. or equivalent therefor, for the CARDING ENGINE -A. D. Shattuck. of Grafton Mass.: mous quantity of a million tuns of coal
i
desired inclination I claim. the stripper SB, in combination with the d�tfer C
e
t
��:h�he f::�� �ft�� r���n; g:�!.
and with the main cylinder of a carding-engine, operating and a quarter of a million tuns of lime. If
And finally. I claim, connecting the brake levers with in
the shaft of the stop and foot-wheel. substantially as spe. the manner, substantially as set forth.
cified, in combinahon with the strap which passes into DEVICES IN RAWING "MACHINEs-Wm. P. Wood & S. the amount of coal thus required at present
the inside of the carriage.body. to be operated by the De Vaughn. of Washington, D. C.: 'Ve claim, first, the could be reduced to one half by some new
passengers if required. substamially as described.
arrangement of the driving.beam, H. in combination with
[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
the rocking_beams, E. in the manner substantially as and improvement, a clean saving of at least three
SECURING SPOKES IN THE HUBS OF WHEELs-Robert for
the purposes set forth.
o
LI S T OF PAT E N T C L A I M S
Second. We claim the arrangement of the fluted feed. million of dollars would be the result t o the
�� d��rc::;!��;'c��!'-��t������;�� ���{J�f�;ifu� rolls,
0 and P. in combination with a reciprocating wedge country.
It is believed by many metalurgists
l."ll'd from the United S ta tes Patent omce
respective purpose of securing the spokes in the hub, and
�:�:i�ed�w-blade. substantially as and for the purposes that such a saving will yet be effected. Who
FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPTElIIBER 23, 1856. the hub on the axle.
Neither do I claim the dove·tailing of the spoke within d Third.
We claim, the wedge_shaped saw.blade. M.
knowing these devices to be old.
constructed and operated in the manner, and for is the lucky man that will make the improve
FLv-TRAP-Samuel Arnold, of Green Hill, Tenn.: I the huIb;claim
. .first. the described oblique form of spoke- when
the purposes set forth.
claim. filiit, the employment of the revolving perforated But
e
r
i
b
n
v
i
b
c
a
e
ili� � ;�k:�� �� gn �h�� s{d� ;hi�h b i� �av����:� heC: WAnM AIR FURNACEs-Wm.M. Wrigth, ofPittshurgh. ment �
�ifh �heO�:�c�l�i�dpi��:�,r��d �Yisl!��S!�l ������:!�� the
.. - ..
wheel is rotating forward, leaving the rear side Pa.· I do not claim radiating or projecting surfaces
tially as and for the purpose set forth.
straight
for its entire Jength-thus adding to the strength, which are cast with the fire-pot or upper section of th�
tiecond, the arrangement for retaining the piston eleva. and reducing
Sliver of California.
the labor of constructing the spoke, as fully furnace. as used in James Miller's patent of Oct. 16. 1838.
ted while the flies are bein, entrapped; in connection explained.
But 1 claim, first, the manner of increasing the radiating
with the device fbr rele&3ing It when necessary. substan
surfa.ce by the use of the mova ble plates, all in the man An editorial article in the Sacramento
AIR ENGINES- Thomas McDonough. of Middletown, ner
tially as set forth.
and for the purpose set forth.
Conn
:
I am aware that the alternate expansion and
OVENs-lIosea Ball, of New.York City: I claim, the contraction of atmospheric ail, and other permanent Second. 11. he manner of constructing the ash.box. with Uuion expresses the opinion that as fast liS the
its rim. m. to receive the fire.pot. and projecting arms or mountains of that State are explored, silver
perforated interior chamber, in combination with the ro.. �ases,
have
been
employed
as
a
motive
agent,
in
engines
supports. 0 0 0 0, substantially in the manner and for the
i i
orms thereon, self.dis of various constructions.
ore will be found in large quantities, as rich
And I am also aware that the gases so employed. have purpose specified.
�h:rg����'S�b�t:�tial; �; s�11o���:
n
a
e
l
o
t
a
i
s
REEFING TOPSAILs-Isaac Boss. of Brooklyn, N. Y.: I ��:o U gh � v��sel � re���tl�� : ra/� !����� o� ����lri� MACHINES FOR S...t.WING MARBLE-Alonzo vVebster & as the mines of Guanaj uato, in Mexic o, or of
D.
K. Bennett, of Montpelier. Vt.: We do not claim.
claim, first. the running of lines from the reef. hetween surface-so
that in passing in one direction, such metallic giving to the saws a lateral motion. by means of horizontal Cerro Passo, in Peru, and that in a few years
tile head of the topsail and the fore part of the yard, surfaces should
take up caloric from the heated gas when
having right and left-hand screws thereon.
thence direct to the top mast head.
passing one direction. and transfer it back to the said shaft�,
But, we claim, the combination and arrangement of the we may see this interest, under the guidance
8econd, I claim the arrangement of reef tackle beneath gas
when passing in the opposite direction.
stirrups, D, croslJ-bars, n, and the arbors. I ' in and direction of enterprising
the yard, running from the end of the yard to the quarter And
I am also aware that such metallic surfaces have movable
capitalists and
on deck.
composed of a series of metallic disks or sheets of the reciprocating frame B. as set forth.
Third, 1 also claim the peculiar mode of strengthening been
wire.gauze. but so arranged that the air or gas had to pass BOAT OAlts_Rufus Rode, of Manchester Township. Pa. practical miners, grow to be one of the most
the sail by bands and double ropes, as described.
og
ir u
O
(assignor
to
John
Denig,
of
York,
Pa.):
I
claim,
the
com_
:r i��ed�:ite ���:g:, I·a� ;�t. ili���10:a��\�h bination of the oscillating plate and double. jointed arms valuable mineral interests in the United
CORN PLANTERs-Malender Bates, of G �ton. N. Y.: I ��ec�understood
as making claim to any of these things.
a double_jointed boat oar. operating on an oar o�
do not claim the application of a valve to the bottom of a toIbeclaim.
combining the hot and cold cyJinder (or cylin· forming
rower·box. as descr:hed, or in any manner :mbstantially States.
tube.
ders) by an intespos�d cylinder, substantlally as described, the
same, for the purpose of enabling the oarsman to row
Neither do I claim the con�truction of a tube for the to
..
prevent
the
one
from
being
affected
by
the
tempera_
forward with his face fronting the bow of the boat.
d
r
r
of the othe? as set forth.
Fo� fh::ec�;i��i�r��t;�� t:.����:i�:Sl¥� p�I:�d, %� Ut'h� ture
To Destroy Cockroaches, Rats and Mice.
I also claim. the working pi�ton (or pistons) working in
BEI.TPUNCH_Augustus Simpson, (If�rorcester, Mass.,
saN� P36)0�i�i� ���io �i �:����
with the dumby piston. (assignor to Samuel H. F.liingham. of Weston. Mass.): I The following is stated to be a sure method
S' by meanJ of hand the cold cYlinder. in combination
r
ra n
from the cold to the hot cylin am aware that punche� alld dies tor various purposes
lever, and spring attached to the handle oheed planters,_ (or pistons.) whichasextends
and for the purpose speCified.
have been used. wherein the one enters the other. but of destroying the above-named varmints.
lor these also have been used in other machines, to effect der, sub�tantivlly
differs from all those heretofore used, in causing
different purposes-:'!uch as drawing slides, reciprocating de�s�I:�bCslt:i:::{aW; :se�!��!i6��tth�tft:,�et:!�:dfp��{i�f but mine
i
n s
h
t
u
plates, and {)pening apertures.
c p t o t
ma a
��
�. ��ki�: a� !�!i;e��di&::��t ��r�;i�'l:s nr g;tin ; Take a stale loaf of bread, reduce it to crumbs,
O
t
t g
m
e
f����rn c !m\in �ti�� �ih ��e �� :�� de ��i��J�f�� from those which is the principle of action that I claim: and throw them into a vessel of water con
wtth f!edt�� �p���u��;� l� c��bf�!t�� !�it1�' th� ���� !�i
kt!eping
the
lower
part
of
the
engine
cold.
substantially
as
or.
in
other
wordsscreen, or its equivalent; the spring pawl. m. guard.
I claim. the combination and arrangement of the tit, D.
pin, i, and wire button, 0, acting in the manner and for described.
And I also claim. the arrangement of the metallic sur_ and the cutter. A. when constructed and operating as de. taining two tea-spoonfuls of cayenne pepper
the purpose described.
g ,
h h
o
t
scribed, whereby the conical form is given to the article and pulverized annis seed, half a drachm of
!":��ln�
;��t
:e�!fl�c
�rf:!�s
�f
�h���s
�;
vli:!�:!;;!.
punched. the cutting facilitated, and performed with the saltpeter, the same of white lead, and a wine
li'EEDING AND SAWING SI-IINGLESI-George Craine. of
r i
, t t edge of the cutter free, as set forth and de£cribed.
l i
l
r g i
a
l
i
�i: �� �tt:��a� :h:� ;a:ssi� �r��, t��!�� tShe �:!e :ai REAPING AND MOWING MACHINEs-Wm. P. Wood. of glass full of the extract of hops. All these
;e� �'�dl�'t��e���� aCs �br::i :l�e ���!�ai:rt��t�� ��� %oit �� coils,
substantially
as
and
for
the
purpose
specified,
in
or near the center, in length of the shingle. and cut contra·di�tinction to passing through the meshes of wire� "\Va'<hington. D. C.. (assignor to Samuel DeVaughn & W.
towards both its ends at the same time. in manner, and gauze.
P. Wood. of same ..place): I do not claim a balance frame ingredients are well stirred and steeped to 
as set forth.
:tor the purpose set forth.
supported and turning upon an axi� of motion, indepen. gether at a moderate heat for six hours, when
I also claIm a device for feeding the bolt to the saw, so
of the axis of motion of the driving_wheel, of itself.
as to take the shingles therefrom "but and point," alter MAKING BRASS KETTLES-O. 'V. :Minard, of 'Vaterbu_ dent
But I claim a balance_frame, A .. supported and turning they are strained through a cloth, and 3 0
nately; the worm·wheel, 0, working into the double_ ry, Conn.: I claim. the use of rotary shears or cutters. upon
axis of motion back of the axis of the driving_
racks, q q. in the manner set forth.
having a hinged or sliding piece. constructed and ope_ wheel,anwhen
used in connection with angular or oval- drops of t h e tincture ot quassia added t o the
e
i
f
a
e co
rating as described, to carry one of the shafts and one of
wlth a� pi�l� La�� fee Ji�!���ih, �. :�d r��1��g�: i.��d
t and to quickly and ac· :faiceh�O��b���;', Q�i�t�o�Cibl::A��\vfthda �:inbJ;��:.tH� clear liquor, which
is bottled up for use. Some
trigger, g. on the fixed piece. Y, for the purpose of con ���a��i������� itC,����gle�i� !d�'
rigidly supported at its forward end upon a truck car.
necting and dhconnecting. at proper times. the carriage MACHINE FOR GRINDING SAws-Albert S. Nippos, of riage.
T. or wheels; the whole being constructed, arran£!_ lumps of loaf sugar saturated in this liquor
with the feeding shaft, H, so that It may traverse on its Lower
Menion, Pa.: I claim, in combination with the ed and opera.ted. in the mannel" substantially as described.
ways, as set f,)rth.
face-plate of a machine for grinding saws, a guide. pat- CAST-In ON PAVEMENTs-Geo. M. Ramsay. of New. will destroy cockroaches when laid down for
STAVF. .TOINTER-A. H. Crozier, of Oswego, N. Y.: I n
vi h e
a e
r
have them, and some bread saturated in it will de
do not claim the wheel, A, for that has been previously �h� �a�_�{arre� b;���n� �h� fa���:l��� �� ��n� �� a�� York City:i I amn aware that dcast_iron voussoirs
u:-:ed.
proach or recede from each other, to vary the bevel or ���J��f11�e b�nd of·������tt;� g::w��� h�e{,e��:rff:�:� stroy rats and mice.
But I cl�im the wheel A, with cutters, D, attached-in thickness orthe saw-plate, or to compensate for the wear· ed: by means of lugs. on the voussoirs, and wrought. iron
combination with the adju�table gauges or plates, G, ar· ing away of the stone. whilst acting on said plate, or both. chps or bands. paSSIng over the lu�s of the adjoining
We have found that loaf sugar steeped in a
ranged as �hown and described, for the purpose set forth. substantially as described.
voussoirs. . I,.therefore, wis!t to be distinctly understood. solution of sugar of lead, and laid in the
not cIAlmIng broadJy thl� mode of connection of cast�
ADJUSTING THE SLATS all' WINDOW BLINDs-Benajah BLOW-PIPEs-Stewart B. Palmer, of 'l'ully. N. Y.: I as
do not claim, separately, the pump nor the mode of ope· iron blocks by means of lugs and clips.
But I claim, the iron hexagonal paving�blockS' with haunts of cockroaches, soon destroys thllm
the same.
�i
:�j���.i�g�1��f!{�r:f �i:d�.:v\Y!���'r;�\;!h���Ffh! rating
Nor do I claim the arrangement of the nozzle, for legs or lugs below , as described, when united and se�ured the lead is poison. It is our opinion that an
gear-wheel and rack.
i l
bands, so as to form the flexible pave
� econJ. I claim the method of fastening the slats at these have been used in similar' or analogous devices.
But I claim. the two wind.chest'!. E F. connecte d by ���� a :d�s� :fbed�
old rat is too knowing to be taken in by the
h u
i
l
a
c
the pipe, G. provided with the faucet, H, when said
�Ihi�d� I�1ai�� fh:�h oie i� ���tin �ti���'as set forth. chests.
DESIGNS.
above bait.
thus connected, are arranged and used in connec
MACHINE FOR PAINTING CARRIAGE WHEELS-S. B. tion with
the
pump,
I,
reservoir
M. wick.tubes. N N, and
PARLOR STOVEs-Samuel F. Pratt. of Bosson. Mass.,
Tuller, of Worthington, Mass.: I claim. the vibrating and nozzle, P, connected with the pipe. 0, substantially as (assignor
of
to
,V.
&
J.
Treadwell.
and
Perry
&
Norton.
rotaling shaft, C, passing into the tub. B, and arranged described, for the purpose specified.
Another IOteamboat Dumed.
Albany. N. Y.)
and operated as shown, or in an equivalent way. for pur_
LUBRICATOR-Norman W. Pomeroy, of Meriden. OVEN STOVEs-Samuel F. Pratt. of Boston, Mass (as
p�se specified.
The
steamboat
Niagara was consumed by
I claim. so constructing and connecting the disk
EXPLOSIVE SHELI.-A. .l\f. George. of Nashua, N. H.: I Conn.:
which forms the bottom of the oil vessel. that by reason �ag�� �ON:'i.f J.1'readwell. and Perry &: Norton, of fire on Lake Michigan, near Port Washington,
claim. the described arrangement and combination of tha of
its
curved
or
waving
shape,
the
central
part
may
be
y
chambers, D E, and b b, c, to constitute a new projectile. readily J.>ressed inward by the thumb or finger, while its
.. � ...
on the evening of the 24th ult., and no less
for the scattering of melted metal or other incendiary
l a
r r
substances.
::Sia;:i; o� :���i�g ��� �r�s!�r����:! ���::���:�:
Durning Water.
than 60 lives are reported as lost. The fire is
connected
and
made
to
operate,
substantially
as
described
FEED ROLLS J1'OR STRAW CUTTERs-Alex. Gordon. of
It is said that when this discovery was first stated to have originated in the boiler-room,
Rochester. N. Y.; I claim, the construction and arrange. HAY RAKEs-Isaac J. Robbins, ofPenn's Manor. Pa.: I
ment of the feed roller. H, and shaft, in the manner do not claim, exclusively, the use of independent teeth made by Sir Humphrey Davy, the large la and in a very few minutes the boat was in a
substantially as described. whereby the advantages set for horse_ra.kes the same having been described in the
forth, are se cured.
boratory of the Royal Institute could not con sheet of flame. The burning of a steamboat is
patent granted to Calvin Delano, Feb. 7th. 1849.
do I claim the exclusive use of revolving teeth tain the concourse of people who came daily a terrible accident. We insist upon it that all
METALLIC BRACES rOR IIEELS OJ' BOOTS AND SHOlCS.a forNeither
horse�rakes.
aware,
George W. Griswold, of Carbondale, Pa.: I am
But I claim, the hinged arms. D D. with their revolving to witness its effect. It caused more aston steamers should be constructed with fire-proof
the heel and counter teeth.
metallic plate has heen insertedofinforming
E E, in combination with the sliding·blocks,
a,
a bearing, or the whole
of an overshoe, for the purpose
being constructed substantially in the manner ishment than any other substance which sci  boiler-rooms. It seems to us, owing to the
nut for a screw to pass through to hold the overshoe to
the 'inner shoe-this I do not claim, as it will not effect and for the purpOie specified.
HYDRAULIC BRICK PREss-Ethan Rogers, of Cleve_ ence has revealed, excepting, perhaps, phos  great number of steamboat explosions and
thB�tie�lt
aI! !�;I��:tion to boots, or shoes,a of at brace
l
s
c er
e ee
t �h:
u
�n�'
t���e!h!�i���� ::1r i��h����� �:I;idi}f�:�� phorus, which was exhibited in every court burnings which have occurred this year, that
���¥Ptn°: f:�� r!t�fn�� o� r ��i�g ���� �n ��e �th��� pressures, when arranged to operate in relation to each in Europe. It is only necessary to drop a the Inspectors have become more careless and
substantially a� described.
rcf��� { �essing and remov·
o t
piece of potassium into a basin of water, inefficient.
BEn i!��h:��l�l�.ltnqh� � =n�� ri e�
DEVICE IN MACHINES :rOR MANUFACTURING
I disclaim the SELV.REGULATING DRAUGHT FOR CHIMNEy_Tops_ which, though quite cold, instantly bursts into
PINs-Henry Gross. of Tiffin, Ohio;
.....
the
and
spring,
a
by
pin,
finished
the
throwing out of
A. Royce, of Lee, Mass.: I claim, the application
for forming the head. Josiah
Coal Smoke on Railway••
employment of a movable cutter
the top of a chimney, or draft flue of a frame having a beautiful and brilliant flame wherever the
operation is required to to
when a distinct and separate
one
or
morc
turning
slats
or
dampers,
hung
in
it-said
Common bituminous coal has been used for
bring it into action, as in W. McBride's patent of Feb. frame being provided with a rudder. so as to be always metal is in contact with it, and continues to
to the propel' �osition, by the action of the wind;
SOII:e time on the North British Railway, but
28��?r:iaim, fixing the head forminge V cutter to a lever turned
burn until the potassium is quite dissolved.
and
the
dampers
beIng
combined
with
a
spring-mast,
i i
db
with sail on top, so as to be closed more or less by the ac
.I�."
the engines make such a smoke that the com 
h��d�;:h� O�e���g; i���'q�!eci tion
�frib��. w Iie;��;b� �':t�
of the wind, and automatically opened during a calm,
for forming the entire pin.
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Shola.
pany has been threatened with a suit unless
of Elmira, N. Y.: I Hoop MAcHINE_JOS. Sawyer, and Sylvester Sawyer.
HAND STAMP-Chas. W. Hackett,
This is a singular substance manufactured they use coke or burn their smoke. If they
of a rotating printing press of Fitchburgh, Mass.; We claim. the methods described
claim. the arrangemement
in such
type alternating with each other.
with two sets of the
same time one set of types is leaving of hanging the knife and connecting it with the feeding· in India from the cellar pith-like stems of the do not burn their smoke they deserve to be
manner that atthe
opposite or corresponding Bet is being ��ll:: !�rdt::r�n��ithfth�i��c�l�n�itllia:���;��ie�he plant hedysarum lagenarium. It resembles in sued.
its impression,ink:
the whole constructed and arranged,
supphea with
. - ..
CARDING El'fGINES-A. D. Shattuck. of Grafton. Mass.: appearance the Chinese rice-paper, and is
substantially as �et forth.
I claim, the application to the main cylinder of carding_
Picture-frames,
and other like articles of
CORN SHELLERs-James J. Johnston. of Allegheny, engines.
of two or more variable cylinder:'!, in combina_ well adapted for some purposes in the arts. It is
Pa.: I claim, the drum. D. with the two sets of teeth. ar.
ranged as described, a.nd its combination with the vertical ���p�:!�s������iaif;r�t��f f:::t��e manner and for the made, in India, into life-buoys, boxes, bottle art, are now manufactured in England from a
guide boards, l<1 F and spring �late8, G H, substantially GRAIN SEPARATORs-Hamilton E. Smith. of Phila
cement composed of brick dust and coal tar.
as set forth, and for the purpose described.
delphia, Pa.: I claim, the arrangement of the vertically cases, hats, and other articles. It has a loose
vibrating shakers, and horizontally vibrating screens. for celular texture, which makes it an excellent The articles are compressed in molds and
T i a
I
I
rt gg
r
u
I �� �:e ���� �h:-:e�/�'a������bl!s ! �h� e�pfo;':
ment of a rotary scraper, as such devices have been used �hofe �%� ��!��� d t� a ���b�a�I�� of;;:�1:'!;;i!�� non-conductor of heat, and this with its great dried.
•
.-.� �
..
�--__
before.I claim, the tables A and B. and shoving heads, e substantially such as described.
Hutf, when arranged to operate in relation to each other THRASHING MACHINE-Isaac S. Spencer, of Guilford. lightness admirably fits it for making hats, for
We see paragraphs every week, in some of
and
Conn. : I do not confine myself to any precise angle of the which purpose it is much employed in that
in the peculiar manner described. in combination with ribs
or flanches. c. nor to the precise form. as they may
our cotemporaries, describing the successful
the rotary scrapers, K K', and curved guards, 0 0'. the be
whole being constructed and operating in the manner le�\�i�J·ih!e�y}i;����g�· G H. provided with ribs or warm climate. It can be so manufactured as manufacture of gas from wood. Why, this is
and for the purposes set forth.
fianches, c, placed obliquely or angularly with their axes. to present the appearance of ivory, and is thus
nothing new nor wonderful; it is half a cen
MANUFACTURING INGRAIN CARPETING-David B. substantially as descrflied, for the purpose specified.
also well adapted for making ornaments.
of
invention
the
claim
not
do
I
Kerr, of New-York City:
CHURNs- Franklin Thorpe, of Shelbyville, Ill.: I
tury old ; but can such gas be manufactured
of a carpet claim,
.
..
a party.colored carpet ; nor theo manufacture
the described arrangement and combination of the
a o
n
as cheap as that from coal? It cannot ; nor
and loose buckets-the latter being slackened from
Plenty of Wheat.
'c�r:n\f�e� i� ! fast
�������for�d P;�:n�r;h�� fu! ��� ��� my
the former. in the act of opening. and tightened to it in
invention. the
manner different from that described
act of closing, by the screw upon the spindle, or The Cincinnati Price Current estimates the as cheap as that from resin or resin oil, and
Nor do I claim any particular method of party-coloring
equivalent devices, for the purposes explained.
i
t
r:o�.fOlN�:��tslli�i:�y:eif��: g!r��i1f: � hi:hP:J.ifu; TOOL J1'OR FORMING GROOVES AROUND THE ORIFICE quantity of wheat raised in the United States why continually harp upon a comparatively
warp threads are party_colored.
worthless invention.
BOTTLEs-Amasa Stone, of Philadelphia, Pa..: I
But I claim, a party-colored Ingrain carpat in which OJ'
claim, in the described tool for forming the orifices of bot_ this year to be 142,836,000 bushels. Penn
f e
e
co
p h
th
i
s
th
a
as
�ho�� o� {:���� a�d a�� �g�bf�� d !.i�hP:��rd c �I;:e«!i
o!�:�;de ���. ��tfic���fi; ��;��i� :C::�� . F� sylvania is our greatest wheat State, raising
weft threads to form the design, substantially as set forth. �r���
constructed and arranged to form a groove in the end of 18,250,000 bushels; Ohio is the next, raising An iron bridge is nearly completed, con
the
botUe�nose.
or other vessel, substantially as described.
N
necting Goat Island with the main land at
E�t{v'!:;�o�rh: }l���i cia¥:��:k�if:��. ��:h�d tt F.EA.THER-EDG.E GAUGJ:B-G. G. Townsend. of Roches· 16,800,000 ; New York next, raising 16,200,It has five spans supported on
c
a
a
ter,
N. Y.: I cla.im, the combination of the knife, K, and 000 ; Illinois next, raising 14,600,000 ; and Niagara Falls.
��in��{�1!i�, ��!t���h:d¥� �e f::!:� X��ubs���t::liy�; feather·ruard. F. for the purpose set forth-t.hey being
piers.
stone
described, for the purpose ipecified.
Virginia
raises
1
2,5
00,000.
constructed and arra.n"ed. liiubstantially as described.
III
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the glorious feat of printing of 25,000 letters

[Concluded from

page

19.]

We will now examine the virtues of said in-

rability and practicability.

While, by a bom

But if we con

parison with House' s instrument, after taking

sider that the operator must always press

from it the contrivances for applying the man

per hour is to be performed.

The Hughes Telegraph.

�mtritan.

Beautie.

of the Deep.

If mere beauty of appearance,

says the

British Quarterly Review, is in the question, the

down a key for each desired letter, the ab ual power, the air-pump and the contrivance waters need not yield the palm of loveliness to
surdity of expecting to work the instrument for applying the air, all the rest will be found the land. The deep has its butterflies as well
the expectations, which have been caused by
I any faster than Mors }'s or House's, is clear. in the Hughes' machine, viz. : finger-key board as the air. Fire-flies flit through its billows,
the ma y stories �nd puffs of the newsp�p : rs .
The conditions for speed are nearly the same in with the keys and springs, cylinder and break as their ierrestrial representatives dance and
.
The mstrument IS descrIbed as a prmtmg
each. Hughes' may h,we a slight advantage wheel, magnet, escapement action, type-wheel, gleam amidst the foliage of a tropical forest.
.
press and a telegraph combmed , able to derived
from exchangin g messages alternately detent, crank, connecting rod, printing press, Little living lamps are hung in the waves, and
print 20,000 to 25,O 0 Roman letters per
upon the same wire in opposite directions, but feed-wheel, &c. The new instrument has an pour out their silvery radiance from vital urns
hour. In order to prmt a message from a rethis will hardly balance the disadvantages average of two clock-works like Morse's, a which are replenished as fast as exhausted.
volving type-wheel, a great number of letters
horse-shoe magnet, a break-wheel, 54 levers, The transparency of some of the inhabitants
heretofore described.
on the wheel have to be overleaped as useless .
It is further stated that Hughes' instrument 27 connecting rods, the bolt, mechanism, &c. of the waters gives them an appearance of
On an average only four or five letters by " will work
perfectly in very long circuits in These are a few of the proofs of its astonish fairy workmanship which is perfectly enchant 
each rotation, ca be used for th composition
ing. The Globe Beroe (Cydlippe pllius) resem
all states of the atmosphere,-neither mist, ing simplicity and durability I
of words. For m stance, to prmt the word
In conclusion I would state that in th us re bles a little sphere of the purest ice, about the
rain nor snow having any perceptible effect."
" police," requires five rotations of t e type Thi improven:ent is not alluded to in the viewing the Hughes Telegraph, I have been size of a nutmeg. It is furnished with two
wheel, and the rest of the letters, 129 m numspecification ; why i s it not claimed 1 Is it influenced by no desire to ridicule the inven long, slender, curving tentacles, each of which
ber, are useless .
kept secret 1 What is the reason that the tion, but simply to correct some of the false bears a number of filaments, twisted in a spi
.
.
.
Suppose that each mstrument WIll print he
operation differs from all other telegraphs 1 Is statements that have been palmed upon the ral form along one of its sides. Eight bands
above number of letters (333 to 416 per mmno conducting wire required which would be public respecting its capabilities and opera are seen to traverse the surface of this anima
ute) the type-wheel of each instrument has to
tion. Neither do I wish to inj ure the reputation ted orb, running from pole to pole, like lines
exposed to atmospheric influ nces 1
make 5000 to 6000 revolutions per hour, and
of longitude on a terrestrial globe. To these
It has been already mentioned that the me of the inventor, because every inventor, even
each spring oscillates 13 ,OOO to 1 62,000 times
bands are attached a number of little plates,
chanisru of telegraphs is j ust as much mflu if he should fail in his attempt, deserves ac
up and down (3 7 to 45 times per second) and
which] serve the purpose of paddles, for the
enced by the change of the atmosphere of the knowledgment for sacrificing his health, time,
the time allowed the crank for one revolution
creature can work them so as to propel itself
locality, as other mechanism, but in particular labor, and money, for the benefit of the pub
in order to print one letter (including the
through the waters, and either proceed in a
they are disturbed in their operation by the lic, without knowing whether any reward will
whole operation) will be reduced to 1-74 or
straight line, or, like a st eamboat, turn in any
i ndirect influence of the external atmosphere be given him .
1-90 of a second. This proves that a very
direction, or, unlike that vessel, whirl round
dis
chine
..
m
Hughes'
of
parts
the
of
Some
through which the telegraph line on posts is
great power must be applied to the clockon its axis and shoot downwards with infinite
extended. This eithfr prevents the accumula play great ingenuity in their construction, and
wor in order to revol:e said crank w th he
grace and facility. But, not to dwell upon
as
But
inventor.
the
to
creditable
highly
are
reach
from
it
prevents
power,or
electric
of
tion
.
reqUired veloCIty. BeSIdes, the crank IS hmthe mechanism, is there not something fascin
ing the place of destination ' also sometimes a telegraphic instrument, it is, in my opinion,
dered, at first, by the inertia, though it
ating in the idea of crystalline creatures �
causing electric currents that are not wanted. without that practical merit which has been
may sometimes operate and stop in regular
Suppose we had transparent horses, or dia
it.
for
claimed
to
Whenever an electric current has a chance
.
intervals of 1-74 to 1 - 9 0 of a second for a
C HA.S. KIRCHHOF.
phanous dogs, or cats with a glass exterior
escape from a wire, it will do so, and as the
series of times, as for instance, in spelling the
New York, September, 1856.
which would permit the circulation of the
electro-magnet, by which the instrument is
....--------.......--.... ......-
word " S tuvesant," where the letters s-t-u
blood and the working of organs to be dis
called into action, is connected with the wire
§ilverin;: Metal.
-v, succeed each other in regular alphabeti
tinctly seen."
which conducts all currents, the instrument
MESSRS. EDIToRs-1 noticed in No. 2, an
cal order.
[A gl8.sS steam engine in full operation, if
will be subj ect to all influences that affect the account of a supposed new method of silverin g
It is apparent that there may be great diffi
exhibited at some of our mechanical fairs
wire. Therefore it follows that Hughes' ma metal; which has lately been patented in
culty in regulating the movements of Hughes'
would be an interesting curiosity.
chine is just as much subj ect to interruption France by B. Adville. In 1 842 I silvered cop
. . - ..
telegraph. To make two clocks of the same
from the state of the atmosphere, as any per and brass for daguerreotype plates by ni
Curiou. Dwarf Deer.
kind, in one and the same locality under equal
other. It involves, indeed, a great deal of ig trate of silver dissolved in soft water ; the
The Baltimore .!l.merican says :-" We yes
temperature and surveillance, move stroke for
norance and arrogance to expect, that an en solution was applied by a brush or cloth, and terday saw two of these animals, mother and
stroke in perfect unison for any length of time,
lightened reader possessed of sufficient know while wet I rubbed the surface with flne pow young, that were brought from the island of
is a matter of great difficulty. And the ob
ledge on the subj ect, will believe such nonsense. der whitening on a cloth. At times I put the Java, on board the United States frigate Mace
stacles will of course, increase in proportion
Atmospheric influences cannot be frightened whitening in the solution of the nitrate of donian, and are probably the only ones ever
pendulum,
oscillating
to the quickness of the
away by a mechanical monster, like the birds silver, but found the first method the best. seen in the United States. When full-grown
still more if located at a distance apart, by the
The operation is repeated to get a thicker coat they are about the size of the ordinary rabbit
by a scarecrow.
con
gravity
and
temperature
the
of
variations
It is furth er stated :-" Therefore, at sea on the surface. The surface of the metal to of our forests, and shaped like the American
sequent upon their different places of situa
sons when the Morse and House instruments be silvered must be very clean, polished bright, deer. The limbs are very delicate, and the
tion. If the number of clocks are increased,
a re utterly powerless, even in circuits of 50 and free from the perspiration of the hand. By hoof, which is cloven, is almost transparent.
these difficulties will be intensified. Now the
miles, there is every reason to believe th at this method I silvered my own daguerreotype In color they are reddish brown, with white
Hughes telegraph instruments are also clock
Hughe's instrument will work reliably in cir plates while operating in the city of Newark breast and stomach. From the nose, and ex
works, and undergo the same vicissitudes.
ALFRED SPEER.
tending back to the ears, is a tan- colored
cuits of 1000 or 2000 miles ." The less elec in 1842.
It will require a skillful person to keep them in
Passaic, N. J., Sept. 1856.
stripe on each side, and under the lower j aw
tric force an instrument requires for its opera
unison. The vibrating spring of one instru
--
-..
..
--------.. ...... ..
a white stripe, forming a trident. They feed
tion, the more the conducting wire can in
A Cheap Ice 1I0u.e.
ment, if it oscillates 0 005 of a second in dis
like cattle, and chew the cud, like that species
crease in length by application of the same
Any person, in the country, where timber is
cord with springs of other instruments will
of the animal cren.tion. They are easily do
power.
cheap, can erect an ice house at but little ex 
create a disturbance, and a difference of 0 ' 0 1 1
The electro-magnetic power required by
mesticated. The eye is large and proj ecting,
o f a second will render every operation total
pense. All that is required is to put up a
Morse's receiving magnet needs not to be
but the ears are short and oblong. They are
strong frame for the size of house required,
ly useless, because the contact spring of the
stronger than to attract the armature together
said to be very swift, and their appearance
transmitting as well as the receiving instru
and board it up close, inside and outside, with
with its vertical lever (scarcely a distance of
would indicate it, as they are formed precise
llient will meet a similar cog wheel and a cur
a space between, all around. This space is
the thickness of paper,) and to overcome the
ly like the red deer of this country."
rent will circulate without the will of the op
stuffed close with straw, or dry saw dust.
power of a very feeble withdrawing spring.
��--
..
4�4
·----�
erator. Both instruments will thus operate
The roof is made in the same manner, and
Jute, or Indian Hemp.
The whole power required to operate House's
at the same instant of time, and after that the
the house is then complete. Straw and saw
combined axial magnet, amounts to what is
A new factory has been started in Brook
springs of both will rest upon the cylinder
dust are cheap and good non-conductors. The
necessary to force the1 spring of the mag
lyn, N. Y., for manufacturing cord and small
cog wheel again, which will suspend the oper
house should be situated on a dry s pot, and
net a small distance out of its equilibrium,
ropes from Jute. This fibrous material con
ation entirely.
It
should have a drain under the floor.
and to overcome the friction of the air cham
sists of the fibers of two plants of the genus
If the reader compares the foregoing data
should also be convenient, to be filled
ber valve.
Corchorus, which is extensively cultivated in
with the statement issued by the friends of
easily. The walls of stone and brick ice
The power required to operate Hughes' com
Bengal. It is not so strong as hemp, and
Hughes' telegraph, that " messages may be
houses should be double, as well as those of
bined electro permanent magnet would be
never can take its place for the rigging of
sent at the same instant of time over the same
wood. Great care should be exercised in
such, at least, as to annihilate the magnetism
vessels, &c., but being very cheap it can be
wire in opposite direction with perfect ease,
packing ice ; all the blocks should be clear
of the iron cores heretofore alluded to, in
employed economically for many purposes,
regularity and certainty," he will see how
and solid, and about the same thickness, so
withdrawing by ordinary mechanism, the de
and will, no doubt, come into extensive use.
groundless and foolish in point of fact, such a
that they may be packed close together, and
tent which obstructs the motion of the crank.
The machinery in this factory is of a peculiar
statement is. I venture to assert that the most
frozen into a solid mass. In favorable situa
The resistance and friction opposed to the re
character, specially adapted to the nature of
favorable result that can be. attained by the
tions good ice houses may be excavated, like
moval of this detent from the crank is in pro
the material. It was imported from Dundee,
Hughes telegraph, provided the several clock
caves, in the face of a hill.
portion to the power required for the quick
Scotland, the principal seat of Jute manufac
.
�
.
..
works are in unison, would amount to the
motion of the crank.
Case of Green Color of th" Hair.
tures in the world ; but new machines re
printing of 5000 to 6000 alphabets, in their
Which of these instruments alluded to, if
M. Stanislas Martin has published in the quired after this, will, no doubt, be construc
regular turn, per hour, without the aid of
placed in one circuit, and the electric power Bulletin de Therapeutique, Paris, the curious ted at home. Jute is now employed in the
any operator. Should their harmony of the
decreasing gradually, will be exhausted first, case of a worker in metals who has wrought manufacture of many fabrics in Dundee. It
Hughes instrument be disturbed, one type
and become entirely powerless, I leave for the in copper only for five months, and whose is mixed with cotton warps of cheap broad
wheel will move in jadvance of the other, and
intelligent reader to j udge. To me it is clear hair, which was lately white, is now of so de cloths ; it is also mixed with silk, and from
cause the print of B instead of A, and so on.
that Hughes' would give out much the soon cided a green, that the poor man cannot ap its luster can scarcely be detected, and it is
Among other advantages paraded to the
est.
pear in the street without immediately becom also woven into cheap carpets.
public relative to Hughes' machine, it was
It is further stated, " The simplicity and du ing the obj ect of general curiosity. He is per
It has been employed on our rope walks for
stated : " An operator will be surprised rability of Hughes' machine will compare fa
fectly well, his hair alone is affected by the a number of years, spinning it on the hand
by returning to his office, to find a printed vorably with the Morse, and is vastly superior
copper, notwithstanding the precaution he j ennies, and it makes a very beautiful cord ,
message upon his desk manufactured by his in these respects to the House instrument."
takes to protect it from the action of the but hitherto it has been difficult to spin it with
instrument during his absence." I would ask
Compared with Morse's instrument, which metal .
steam power machines. The machines in the
if the operator would not be j ust as likely to consists only of a simple clock-work with
Chemical analysis has proved that his hair new factory are driven with a steam-engine.
find a strip of paper full o f letters all mixed about six wheels, two rollers,
. ' - .
two electro contains a notable quantity of acetate of cop
up and jumbled together, and perfectly unin magnets with their armature, lever,
Four and a half millions of raw silk are
and a per, and that it is to this circumstance that it
telligible. Certainly he would. Perhaps it finger key, the Hughes' machine shows
a very owes its beautiful green color, which is most exported annually from China. As much silk,
is in this manner, without an operator, that great disadvantage in point
we think, could be raised in our own country • .
of simplicity, du- singular and remarkable.
strument in order to ascertain if they meet
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Can a Patent be Attached 1

I

fold is readily adjusted b y the screws, G , and unequal strain on its opposite sides, and self-acting, and not liable to get out of order.
which bear against K , and push the front edge will, therefore, last longer, and keep perfectly Its first cost is about the same as the common
of C towards J, or allow it to recede from J.
true and straight.
link and pin coupling, but it is much more
The prime object sought and gained by this
Second, since both folding bars rise to economical in use than that kind, as there are
invention is the sirr.ultaneous action of the gether they hold the eheet metal On which the none of the parts that can be lost, mislaid, or

A correspondent from Richmond, V a., in- two folding bars, by which the fold or lock is lock is formed from being drawn in at either
quires of us if a patent <Ian be attached by formed. By accomplishing this object the end, so that if any number of locks are formed
the Sheriff, and sold to satisfy a j udgment following important advantages are secured : with the gauge in the Same place they will be
against the patentee. He says it is contended First, the folding plate is relieved of a varying of an exactly uniform width. The gauge 30110
by some persons that as a patent is granted to

This coupling will act successfully on any

him of it, unless he assigns it, and without his

whose hight is variable. Should an axle heat,
the end of the car will be held up.

is only as so much waste paper, and no ma
chine could be made or sold by the party

vented.
The invention has been in use on the Phil

brother mechanic has

adelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad

asked the advice of two lawyers on this point :

for more than a year past, and is highly spo

one said a patent could be attached and sold,

ken of by the officers of that corporation.

the other said it could not, and in this dilem
ma our correspondent has written to us for

the Philadelphia and West Chester road.
York.

C urtis,

� I_' "

patent may also be assigned by operation of

Preventing

law in case of the bankruptcy of the patentee ,

as well as by his voluntary assignment. There

preventing scale in boilers, and inquiries hav

a

ing recently been made of us respecting it, by
new correspondents, we publish it again.

The Telegraph on Rail ro d•.

We have evidence that it" has been found use 

We have seen an account in the daily pa

ful in some cases .

pers of this and other cities, that Sir Robert

It is composed of 1 lb. of melted tallow, 1

Lowe, of the English Board of Trade, and

lb. of fine black lead, one-eighth of a pound

C apt. Galton. now in this country, have been

of pulverized charcoal, and one gill of oil, for

deputed officially to examine the working of

water pipes, or the same amount of coal-tar

our railroad system, have examined the New

for boilers.

York and Erie Railroad, and expressed admi

ration at the perfection of its working j these

heated state

which hard water is employed.

Lowe expressed an intention to procure the

lar act."

is put on in a superior manner, and is less

the old style of machines. It does more work,

likely to be moved while using the machine

does it better, and costs only a. fraction more.

than formerly.

Two sizes of these machines for tinsmith's

use are made, No. 1 , for 20-inch tin , $20 j No.

Third, the working of both folding bars by

This is something which we really do not means of one lever saves time, so that the 2, for 1 7 -inch tin, $15. The machine is on
understand. We have been led to believe that amount of work that can be done by this ma exhibition at the Great Fair of the American

the English system was far superior to that chine in a day is nearly twice that which can Institute, Crystal Palace, N. Y. F or further
of our best managed railroads, and this is a be turned off by the machine commonly used . information address the Stowe Manufacturing
We also thought that all

C o . , Plantsville, Conn.

Fourth, this machine is more durable than

the English railroads employed the telegraph ,
and that the idea of its use was borrowed

Last week the question was

The questions involved are important, and

.. -...

of which is important to the tax payers of
all towns interested.

A Great Plano'ore Factory Burn ed .

The

In the ordinary ma

improvement both j aws are moved by one
B is the first folding bar, having bearings
at each end, one of which terminates in a boss,
A, to which the lever, A', is attached.

The

second folding bar, C, is hinged at F to K,
which slides on the base of the machine, L . D
is a gauge attached to C, and adj usted by the
J is a folding plate attached to
The edge of the tin

sheet is folded by being bent around the edge
For this purpose the ends

of C are

naturally hang down,

Self.Acting Car Cou pling .

and

keep

the

cars

Our engraving illustrates a simple and in- coupled together. The weight also serves to
genious method of coupling cars together, for maintain hook A in a horizontal position, s o
which letters patent were granted to John Ry- that it will readily couple with any other buf

an, of Wilmington, Del., July]1 7 , 1855. The con- fer . When it is desired to uncouple them the
nection is formed by means of a hook bar, A , chain, C, is pulled, and the hook turned up on

,

placed in one of the buffer heads in the man_ its side j the but'ftlrs will then disconnect.
In figure 1, the two buffers are supposed to
ner shown in fig. 1 . The hook is ehown

The back end of the hook bar, be approaching
the act of being
. each other
at B, is weighted, so that the hook part will coupled. The front extremity of hook A is
i n fig . 2 .

Figure 2.

furnished with friction rollers, C ' , which ride
upon the cam surfaces, B ' . When B is turned
up by the application of pressure upon A', the
cams, B', will cause C also to .rise, and the
sheet of tin being placed beneath the edge of
The width of

the fold is regulated by the position of gauge
D, against which the edge of the tin is placed.
The size of the fold may be instantly changed
The closeness of the

pianoforte factory of Messrs

fire. No less than 420 workmen were employed

but in this

pressure of a lever.

great

Braidwood, in London, has been consumed by

chines, the two j aws which bend the edge of

by turning screw H .

ken measures, under the advice of eminent

may cause a protracted litigation, the decision

W. Stowe, of Plantsville,

J will be thus bent or folded.

For some time past the tax-payers of the
towns of Genoa and Venice, N. Y . , have ta

dollars each, issued by the town of Genoa.

Is

the above purpose, for whiol)h a patent was

of J.

--.. Imvortant Litigation.

terest due upon eight bonds of one thousand

Machine.

the stationary holder, E .

---

trict, at Rochester, upon an applicatio� for a

Our engraving illustrated an invention for

set screw, H.

any quantity of it may be manufactured.

mandamus to compel the payment of the in

of lectures in Niblo's Saloon, in this city, in

the tin are operated separately j

�........�

Maintain

brought before the Supreme Court of this Dis

December, 1 8 4 1 , described the said telegra ph,

C onn. , June 12th, 1855.

brush on the end of a long rod.

benefit of the Lake Ontario, Auburn and New

Dr. Lardner, while delivering a course

..... . .

a

ing the proportions of the materials described,

York Railroad.

one on the Great Western Railroad in Eng

Sir Robert Lowe ignorant of this fact 1

This compound might be

applied to the interior of iron water pipes with

upon the bonds issued by these towns for the

SELF-ACTING CAR COUPLING.

It is at least true, that before we

the obj ect stated.

lawyers, to resist the payment of the interest

had a line of telegraph in operation, there was

and said he had witnessed its operations.

It must be

frequently renewed in such boilers to effect

passage, by Parliament of an act compelling

erating the Erie, with copies of blanks, &c.

It

for coating the interior of steam boilers in

Sir Robt.

Every State in the Union should pass a simi

brush, like paint.

derground, for coating water pipes, and also

value and excellence was the

H e has taken full notes of the system of op

with a

forms a good protection for timber placed un 

system of the Erie which struck them as of

British roads to work their lines by telegraph.

These ingredients are thoroughly

incorporated together, and applied while in a

papers say : " The feature in the operating

granted to Mr. O.

Boilers a n d Iron

A few years since we published the receipt

passes to assignees in bankruptcy."

Tin Foidlnl:

Incrustations In
Pipe•.

named " Sibbald's Metaline C ompound," for

is no question that a patent already obtained

laad.

F or further information address John

Ryan and John A. Griffin, Wilmington, Del.

in Section 189, says :-" The interest in a

from them.

It is

now on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, New

By a proper process of law a patent can be

common opinion.

It

has also been used with great satisfaction on

exact information.

the greatest

Mounting

and other dangerous results are also pre

holding it.

working of all trains by telegraph.

The coupling is done

curve where a locomotive can run, and on cars

assignment the mere possession of the patent

attached and sold like other property.

requires no person to enter between the cars
to render assistance.

their buffers will touch or nearly touch.

and benefit, no

court nor power of government can deprive

He states that a

As a preventive of accident

by merely puehing the cars together, so that

MACHINE FOR FOLDING TIN.

a certain person specified in the instrument,
and for his exclusive use

readily stolen.

this improvement is highly desirable, since it

beveled off so as to form a screw-shaped sur

upon its side, passes through the aperture in

face ; the mouth of the buffer, D, is made flar the buffer, and then revolves back to its first
ing, so that when the beveled end of the hook , position, leaving the two buffers connected.

A , strikes upon it, the hook immediately turns

This coupling is extremely simple, always

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

in it.

1000 pianos in various

stages were

burned, and the total loss of property was
£1 00,OOO-about half a million of dollare.

.. .... ..

We believe this was the largest manufactory
of the kind in the world.

SPLENDID PRlZE8.-PAID IN CASH.
The Proprietors of the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN will
Cash. th e following I!plendid Prizes for the

pay. in

largest Lists of Subscribers sent in between the present
time and the first of January. 1857. to wit

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

large.t Li.t,
2nd large.t List,
3rd largest List,
4th largest List,
6th largest List,
6th large.ot List,
7 th large.t List,
th large.t LI.t,
9th largest List,
1 0th l rgest Li.t.
1 1 th largelit Li.t,
1 Zth la rgest List,

8 a

8; 200
176
1 50
126
1 00
76
60
40
30
26
20
10

Names can b e sent i n a t different times and from dif.

The cash will be paid to the order
of the Buccessful competitor. immediately after the bt of

ferent Post Offices.
Januory. l&i7.

0:::::;=- See Pr08peetus on last page.

itirntifit �mrritan.

i thntifit �mrritan.

as those mechanics who combine their own is beautifully finished, and reflects much cred

labors, with machinery, in the business in
which they are particularly engaged.

The on

manufacturer who makes the cheapest and

g ts

the manufacturers, Messrs .

Equery, Bangor, Me.

Hinkley

&

Nations are powerful in proportion to their

for fuel is said to be six times less than that of

ductive powers, he also benefits himself.

At

tion embraces no special peculiarity.

It runs

beautifully, is elegantly finished, and looks

every Exhibition of Industry,-such as the

cessary ; but so far as the mere physical pow

Fair of the American Institute now open in known as an extensive manufacturer of steam
the Crystal Palace, this city, inventors and engines, and enjoys a high reputation for the

er of men are concerned, there is but little

strong and substantial.

Mr. Burdon is well

mechanics should scrutinize every machine and excellent and durable character of the w ork
The barbarian can endure as much toil and article exhibited, search out their defects, and which he produces. Besides the motor above
fatigue as the civilized man, and yet the pro study how to improve them. This is one ex noticed, he exhibits several other engines in the
ductive powers of our country, in comparison cellent way to benefit themselves and their p resent Exhibition.

with those of China, for example, with her
226,000,00 0 of inhabitants, is beyond calcu
lation.

How can we account for this 1

The

fellow men by improving and increasing the

Agents of Power, and probably would result
in profit in a pecuniary point of view to many.

Chinese are an industrious and patient people,

.. . -. . ..

and they have every variety of soil and cli

Great Exhibition of the American Institute at

mate, and yet they are weak and powerless in

the Cry,tal Palace, New York.

comparison with a nation having nine times

SECOND WEEK.

less inhabitants.
There is one thing very evident to us as the

The day announced for the

commencement

of the Exhibition was September 22nd.

On

1. 1

times,-we mean mechanical genius, in the livered his usual Annual Address.

As a nation ticed, however, a slight variation in its word

multiplies its machines, so does it multiply its
power.

We no

ing.

the present day, are those which have the

seded by a new motor then on exhibition. He

greatest number of machines.

For example,

alluded to Dr. Drake's exploding gas engine.

in China, the work which we do with machi

This year, although he sticks to the annihila

With

one steam engine of 1 0 0 horse power, we are
able to do as m.uch work as can be done there
by a thousand men, and a thousand steam en
g:ines of an hundred horse power each, are
equal to the labor of a million men.

With

all other kinds of machines, the same compar
isons are equally applicable.

This is the way

we increase productive labor ; this is the way
we economise labor.

In China there are few

machines, and these are but rude ; there are
no steam engines, steamboats, railroads, pow
er looms, wood planing machines, thrashing
machines, reapers-none of those machines,
countless in number, by which we economize
labor, and render our country great in power
and comfortable in

its

varied

abundance.

Every new machine invented to economize
labor, therefore, is a public benefit, and every
inventor a public benefactor.

Oh, how much

we owe to inventors : without them we have
no reason for supposing we would be more
comfortable, greater, or more civilized than
the C hinese, or even ruder nations .

But with

all our machines, countless in number though
they be, much is yet before our inventors to
accomplish ; their task will not be done until
they have relieved man from an incalculable
amount of drudgery, which he yet performs ;
not until they have placed him in a still more
favorable position for his intellectual

and

moral developement.
Improvements in machinery, by increasing
productive labor, give man more leisure, and
thus increase his pleasures.

A friend recently

from France, who had visited a great number
of flour mills in that country, spoke in sor
row of the continual drudgery caused by rude
and inefficient machinery-enlightened

and

refined though that country is, and full of
ingenious

artisans.

D !1Y and

night,

from

year's end to year's end, Sabbath days and
all, the clatter of the hopper never ceased
-the operatives were perfect slaves to the ma
chines.

With our improved machinery they

could accomplish four times as much work,
and thus find leisure to improve their minds,
and rest their toil-worn frames.
In our last number a correspondent gave us
pleasing information regarding his success in
thrashing by a portable steam eNgine ; this
application of steam power, more universally
adopted, will save a vast amount of labor.
Plowing by

steam

is

another application

which, when fully successful, as it no doubt
will be, will also effect an immens e saving.
It is not possible for us to point out all the
obj ects to which inventors can yet devote
their energies and talents in making new con
quests of mind over matter, but they are still as
numerous as the sands on the sea shore.

London Telegraph C o .

ent with him, " how can I best economize la

It consists of 6

small copper wires separately covered with
gutta percha, and these again imbedded to
gether in the same substance.

The m ass is

covered by twelve large iron wires, which
The

cable complete is an inch and a half in diam
eter

It was laid down in 1853.

England

and

charcoal used in the ordinary manner.

The

apparatus at the Palace heats 8 irons, and is
intended for

4 workmen.

Price $35, with

cover for carrying off heat.

C an be made of

any desired size, with corresponding variation
in cost.
1856.

Patented by John Wilsan, May 1 2th,
Exhibited by the manufacturers, Wil

son, Green & Wilson, Brandywine, Del.
" , �. "

Recent American Patent••

Cleveland, O hio .-The followers which press
the clay into the molds are operated by hy
draulic pressure.

A large and small pump

are employed, and the parts are so arranged
that the necessary pressure is obtained, and
the machine worked with rapidity.
Chimney Register and

Weathercock.-By J

A. Royce, Lee, Mass.-On top of the chimney
is placed a device. similar to an ordinary slat
te d hot air register.

This register has a vane

and rudder, and is turned to the proper po
sition by the action of the wind against the
rudder, and its slats, after it is thus moved, are
closed more or less by the action of the wind

France.-The cable

which

against a sail, which is on a mast projecting

connects England and France extends from up from the slats. When the wind blows
tion of steam, he leaves out the gas machine,
Dover to C alais, in France. Length 25 miles . hard, the slats are operated so as to almost
and substitutes electro-magnetism. His mind
Laid in 1 8 5 1 . Construction similar to the entirely close up the flue of the chimney and
doubtless rests on the new electric engine, of
above.
thus diminish the draft, and when it is calm
Mr. E. C. Sher hard, now first exhibited, and
Scotland and Ireland.-Extends from Port they open the flue and thus increase the draft.
of which we shall hereafter speak.
Patrick, Scotland, to Carrickfergus, Ireland. The design of the improvement is to avo i d a
At the conclusion of his Address Mr. Meigs
Length 29 miles. Laid iu 1853. Same con greater consumption of fuel during windy
announced that the exhibition was .formally
struction.
weather than there is when the weather is
opened. But there was nothing of any ac
England and Ireland . -Extends from Dub calm.
count to see, and therefore nothing to open
lin across St. George's Channel to Holyhead,
Fly Trap .-B y Dr. Samuel Arnold, Green
upon. The managers had made known in Eng.
Length, 69 miles.
Hill, Tenn.-A hemispherical glass vessel
their circulars, that articles could be sent in
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia .-Crosses the
filled with soap suds is provided, over which
for competition until Oct. 4. The result is
Gulf of St. Lawrence. Length, 85 miles.
a hollow cylinder is placed. The cylinder
that the largest proportion of the exhibitors
Laid in 1856. This cable was laid by the New
communicates with the glass vessel, and is
have delayed until the present week, to send York,
N. F . , and London Telegraph Co. It
provided with grooves on its inner side to re
in their contributions, and it is only now that is composed of 3 small
copper wires, lfi,id in
ceive some condiment attractive to flies ; it is
the Exhibition has reached an organized or gutta percha, and
bound with strong iron
also perforated, to allow the flies to enter, and
complete state. Better late, however,than never. wires.
pass to the condiment. The cylinder also
The exhibition will be a splendid one, and
Europe and .flji-ica .-Crosses the Mediter
has a piston. When a number of flies have
promises to surpass all others, of a purely ranean Sea,
and extends from Cagliari, the
entered the cylinder some one around the ta
American character, that has ever been held chief seaport of Sardinia,
to Bona, the sea
ble revolves it, and thereby frightens the flies,
in this country. At the time this report was port of Algiers, Africa.
Length 185 miles.
which in a moment thereafter are precipitated
written the contributions for exhibition were Laid in 1856.
Three copper wires, arranged
into the soap suds by the automatic descent of
still pouring in rapidly.
as above.
the piston.
Motive Power.
Denmark and Sweden .-Extends from Elsi
New Bomb Shell.-By A. M. George, of
The display of working machinery, at this
nore to Helsingborg. Length, 12 miles. Laid
Nashua, N. H.-C onsists in constructing a
Exhibition, is unusually large, and the man
in 1 854.
shell with a separate chamber or cavity in
agers have made ample arrangements for
England and Holland .-Extends from Ox
front of the chamber which contains the pow
the supply of motive power. The main line fordness
to the Hague. Four separate cables.
der or compound by which the shell is ex
of shafting is driven by.two horizontal steam
Length, 1 0 8 miles. Laid 1 854-55 .
ploded.
The said chamber is filled with
engines, each of thirty horse power, as fol
Varna t o Balaklava, Black Sea.-Laid in
melted iron or other metal, which will be
lows :1 854, and failed in 10 months. Composed of
scattered by the explosion of the shell, inflict
Improved Steam Horizontal Engine.-By G. a single wire encased s4uply in gutta percha,
ing great inj ury. It further consists in certain
H. Reynolds, of Milford, Mass.-The improve the whole not larger than a quill.
means of protecting the charge of powder or
ments relate to a new cut-off arrangement,
The above comprise the principal submarine
explosive compound from the heat of the
whereby the steam is used expansively, Itnd telegraph cables now existing.
melted metal in the front part of the shell dur
results in a saving of fuel, the inventor in
Grate Damper.
ing the placing of the shell in the piece of
forms us, of 25 per cent. It is alleged that
This is a contrivance for use in connection
ordinance for discharge. The fuse is ignited
the fact of this great economy has been fully with the ordinary parlor grates. It consists
in the same way as that of the common bomb
demonstrated, in a number of instances, by of a balance damper, which swings in the
shell, and when the charge in the chamber b e 
the application of the invention to old en throat or opening from the grate to the chim 
comes ignited, the said chamber and the whole
gines. It may be applied at small expense. ney. Holes are made in the damper through
of the shell explode at once, and the melted
Another improvement consists in a peculiar which the gas and smoke escape, but the
metal is scattered about, to the destruction of
construction of the pillar boxes of the main heat is really all thrown into the apartment·
everything surrounding the spot where the ex
or crank shaft. The boxes are so arranged If an increased draft is wanted, as in lighting
plosion takes place.
that they may be taken out and repaired with a fire, the damper is opened. It is alleged
Contrivance for Notching Barrel Hoops.-By
out removing the shaft. In the ordinary en that the use of this invention in any grate
gines, whenever the pillar boxes need exami will double the quantity of heat thrown into Daniel Lamson, of E ast Weymouth, Mass.
C onsists in the use of a reciprocating knife
nation or replacement, the shaft, fly-wheel, the apartment. If so, it is a great economizer
and inclined plate, whereby the ends of hoops
etc., must be removed. This necessitates the of fuel. Price $3 and upwards, according to
may be properly notched, and with the great
use of tackles, and the aid of a number of size. Can be readily applied to common
est facility. The above invention is simple,
men, requires time, etc., the larger the machine grates. Exhibited by Jacob C ohen & C o . ,
performs the work in a rapid manner, and the
the greater the trouble. The improvement 45 Greene st., N. Y .
cost of construction is trifling.
above-mentioned obviates all this, and enables
Solder-Iron Furnace.
Machine for Painting Wheels for Vehicles.This
invention
is
intended
to
permit
the
use
one man to do the whole. The boxes in which
the shaft rotates, are divided vertically, in
stead of horizontally, and a strong strap cov
ers the boxes and keeps them in place.

By

removing the strap, the fly-wheel having been
first blocked up, the boxes c an be taken out.

By S. B. Fuller, of Worthington, Mass .-Con
of tin-smiths. Charcoal is used at present, sists in having a vibrating and rotating spin
which is expensive. The apparatus exhibited dle pass through the bottom of a tub or reser
at the Palace consists of a sort of stove, which voir in which the paint is placed. The wheels

of anthracite coal for heating the solder-irons

is intended to be placed in the center of 3

A set screw in the side of the strap permits

large bench, for the convenience of the VI ork

ly when desirable, which is the direction in

and provided with tubes or sleeves, which ex

which they wear the fastest.

tend into the center of the fire.

The common

Every perSOn gains by im boxes can only be tightened vertically.

provements in machinery, and none so much

cable which

extends from Dover, England, to Ostend, Bel

An the horizontal tightening of the boxes lateral men.

inventor should have this thought ever pres
bor of any kind."

the American, New York, Newfoundland, and

Last year he expressed a belief that form a flexible shield of great strength.

The great and powerful nations of steam power was perhaps about to be super

nery they perform with manual labor.

of various

submarine telegraph cables, is exhibited by

gium, is 7 0 miles in length.

12 per cent. for each working, while the cost

Hydraulic Brick Press.-By Ethan Rodgers,

Telegraph Cable••

A case containing specimens

England and Belgium .-The

ruling element of national power in modern the 25th the Hon. Henry Meigs, Secretary, de
production of useful machinery.

The saving of time by

Impr(Y1Jed Horizontal Steam Engine.-By
chines to economize labor, soon obtains a su William Burdon, Brooklyn, N. Y.-The power
perior custom for his products, and thus while of this engine is thirty horses. Its construc

productive capacity of things useful and ne

difference between those of different countries.

cessity of filing, &c.

the removal of these objections is estimated at

he benefits his country by adding to its pro

of Power.

irons, but prevents them from being burned or
melted, or pasted up with dirt, saves the ne

Price of engine $1000 .

best article, by having the most improved ma

NEW YORK, OC TOBER, 4, 1856.
Mechanic., t h e A en

it on the inventor of the improvements, and

The

engine on exhibition operates extremely well,

The sides of the stoves are perforated,
The solder

being placed one at a tim e upon the spindle,
are immersed in the paint by depressing the
spindle. They are then raised above the sur 

face of the paint, and the spindle rotated so
that the superfluous paint will be thrown from

the wheel by centrifugal force. It is said that
a
This device insures the rapid heating of the two men can perform as much work with

irons are heated ':>y being placed in the sleeves.

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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then won the prize as the fastest yacht of all

machine of this kind in a given time as ten

of Belfast, Ireland, and consists of a steam

men can by painting in the usual way.

tight box half filled with bleaching liquor nations in a contest with the yachts of

Stave Machine.-By A. H. Crozier, of Oswe
go, N. Y.-Consists of a wheel having cutters
attached and used in connection with adjust
able gauges, plates, and screws. The staves

(chloride of lime) heated by steam, and hav

Royal Club.

Since then he

the

has bnilt the

the use' of his apparatus, and consulted at one
time with Mr. Bovill, for a licen e, hence it
was

concluded-and reasonably

we

think

ing within this box a revolving wheel made yacht Julia, which has carried off the prize

that Muir had never perfected his plan, and

with apartments containing the fabrics to be in every regatta which she has entered.

that Mr. Bovill was the first who had ren

operated upon.

He

Each apartment has a door

was selected, from his known ability, to build

to put in and take out the goods, also open

dered the invention usefnl-a success.

will be j ointed with more or less bend or ta
per, according as the plates are adjusted high

the great steam frigate Niagara-the only one

The amount of damages claimed, was £1239

ings in the bottom, to allow the entrance of of the six new frigates constructed by private

1 1 s . 6d., for the use of the patent for nine

er or lower, which adjustment is obtained by
operating the set screws. The above inven

are dashed, as it were, through the hot liquor the Adriatic-the new C ollin's steamer.

the liquor.

As this wheel revolves, the goods

parties j

he was also the naval architect of months less one week, this being the term since
Both

the plaintiff had entered a disclaimer, in May ,

tion is exceedingly simple, and is said to
operate well. It may be cheaply constructed,

in the box, and are thus bleached rapidly and

of these great steamers are splendid specimens

1855, to the day the action was brought in

evenly.

of his skill, but he has not been permitted to

January last.

pair.

liquors used are all cold, because the chlorine

and there are no parts liable to get out of re

Blow Pipe.-By S. B. Palmer, of Tully, N.

Y.-Two wind chests are employed, connected
together by a small pipe, which is provided
with a faucet.

These parts are so arranged

in connection with the pump and blow pipe

By the common method of bleaching, the witness

as

The above improvement has been prac 
The whole

affair is portable, economical to manufacture,
and there are no parts liable to get out of re 
pair.

Door Lock/or Railroad Cars, o/c.-By Thomas

Slaight, of Newark, N. J.-Consists in having
a hasp fitted over a socket of a lock, and se

the gas operates far more rapidly when hot

�
.
..
. �-�.�----

Bleachln�

Cotton and Linen FabriC!! .

The common process of bleaching the above
named fabrics, is by boiling them first in lime

.. . . . .

The Moon'. Rotation

The cotton fabrics are placed in a close wood
en box to which steam is admitted from a

for the past six months in the London Times
and London Mechanic's Magazine.

It is the

revival of an old controversy caused by a let
ter of Mr. J. Symons, Inspector of Schools, in
the Times of April 9 th.

Mr. Symonds took

the position that as the moon always presents
the same face to the earth it cannot have a
rotation on its axis, and that the prevailing

same side before the late meeting of the Brit 
ish Scientific Association.

These names will

show the interest which the question has ex

is still going on among eminent mathema 
ticians in England.
After reading almost all that has been said
on both sides, we must say that the contro

correct thinkers, leads them to be speculative
and vague reasoners.
If the moon does rotate on its axis in 28
days exactly-during the period of her revo

boiler, at a pressure of 60 Ibs. to the square lution around the earth-a working model
inch j this box contains a liquor made of car can be constructed to show these two motions,
bonate of soda (crystallized soda,) of a strength conjointly with the earth's motion ; this is the
about 40 in the hydrometer, and the goods are test we have demanded of those who advocate

steamed in this for about two hours, then al this side of the question. There is no use of
lowed to cool. The box must have a safety them spending so much ink and words in the
valve on it, and an emission steam pipe. Af controversy, let them demonstrate. This is
ter this the goods are taken out, dripped, and the best advice we can give them, and until

.

A

-

Miller'.

Patent Case.

From our worthy cotemporary, Newton's Lon
don Journal, we learn that a very important

patent case, relating to grinding flour, was
tried at Queen's Bench, before Lord Chief Jus
tice Campbell, and a special Jury, on the 4th
and 5 th of July last.

The plaintiff was G.

H. Bovill, the defendants, Keyworth & Seeley,
millers, at Lincoln, Eng.

The suit was for

damages for infringing the patent of plaintiff,
granted 1849, for combining an exhaust with
a blast in grinding flour, to prevent the disper
sion of stive or fine flour through the mill, and
thus, as was facetiously observed, " enable the
miller to wear a black coat."

The defence

set up was, that the plaintiff was not the first

inventor j that the improvement was suggest

ed by a workman under his employ ; also that
it had been used by Mr. Muir, of Glasgow,
prior to the date of the plaintiff's patent.
In 1 846, the plaintiff obtained a patent for
introducing a current of air between the mill
stones, which cooled the grinding surfaces,
and prevented clogging of the flour.

than any we have now, have been lost for
want of such an opportunity for fame and
profit.

(The opportunity referred to is Indus

trial Exhibitions.)

It is believed we have

lost malleable glass ;

we can no longer make

cutting instruments out of copper, as was
done 3000 years ago ;

nor have we the art of

making the steel of Damascus, nor the sword
blades of old Seville. "
W e do n o t believe that

a single useful

ancient art is unknown at the present d ay. It
by malleable glass it is meant that the ancients
made glass which could be forged and welded
like iron, we must say that there is not a
shadow

of good evidence that such glass

was ever known.

There is no manufacture

whaoover in which the moderns so much excel
the ancients as in that of glass of every kin d.
The old cutting instruments were made of
bronze, and such can be manufactured at the
present day ;

but neither the old nor new
bronze cutting tools are equal to those made

of steel.

The sword blades of old Seville were

It was

no better than those now manufactured in

stones which were only able to grind four

s till forged, and with all their ancient excel
lence, but the steel for them is imported from

a good improvement, as it enabled a run of our country j

bushels per hour, to grind double that amount,
but owing to the flour and blast being carried
together through the spout, a prodigious dust
was created in the mill chamber below.

A

cloud of stive prevented the millers from doing
as much work as formerly, and it was also in
jurious to their health.

This was an evil

which the plaintiff saw when he first put up
his apparatus, in a mill at Batte�sea, and he
at once instituted experiments to remove it.
This he at last successfully accomplished, by

India.

;n Damascus, sword blades are

The reputation of Damascus swords

is deserved, but the French cutler's sword
blades of the present day rival them in ap
pearance and quality.
Industrial Fairs are very ancient institu
Such fairs were annually held in

tions.

Greece, and merchants from all parts of the
known world went there to exhibit their wares ;
and it was an established law of the land that

even during a state of war between the differ
ent States the merchants were protected, and
ing an exhausting apparatus with the cooling allowed to travel to and from them without
blast : the former to withdraw the stive from annoyance. These fairs passed
from Greece
the upper part of the mill stone, and lead it to Enrope, and have come down
to us from
away into a receiving-chamber, while the flour generation to generation. They have
been
passed down into the spout in a contrary di the means of extending a knowledge of the
rection. The $tive was thus all saved ; the arts, and exciting inventors to improvements,
enclosing the stones completely, and combin

moisture was extracted from the flour, which

went below dry and cool j the dust in the mill
was avoided, and " the miller could wear a
black coat like a parson."

The patent, as

and their influence is extending broader and
deeper every year. Mr. Meigs did not magni

fy their importance too highly in his address j
what he said respecting their utility was per

has been stated, was obtained in 1 849, and fectly correct, but if any old art has been lost
it has not been owing to the want of them,

pay £1700 (about $8,500)

Steer•.

He said :-" In truth it is justly be

lieved that many inventions greater in value

license from the plaintiff, in 1 851 , .agreeing to

Death of George

week before the American Institute by Hon.

hands.

..

placed in another close wooden box lined with they comply with it we must hold them re came into use immediately, for the flour so
lead, but communicating by a pipe with a sponsible for propagating opinions which they manufactured was found to be a superior ar
ticle. The defendants in this case took out a
chloroform generator. This consists of an cannot support by actual demonstration.
earthenware vessel into which 3 Ibs. of bleach
ing powder (chloride oflime,) 3 Ibs. of slacked
lime, a quarter of a pound of alcohol, and 9

• 4It: . ...
The Lost and New Art•.

H. Meigs, allusions were made to arts supposed
of history-a nobler one than that of many to be lost, and to a great discovery about to
distinguished statesmen-he was the builder be made j these deserve some notice at our
of the yacht America.

Again.

This question has been violently discussed

labor to execute.
versy seems to be as near an end as when it
Two patents have recently been taken out began, and as satisfactory as if it were decided
in foreign countries, for different methods of that both sides had gained the victory.
bleaching. The one by Pierre J. Davis, of Mathematics, instead of making some men
Paris, is quite an original process ; he employs
for this purpose chloroform in a state of gas.

lishing his entire claims.

In the opening annual address delivered last

Although cut off so suddenly he has lived

es heated by steam.

The Jury found the verdict

for the plaintiff to this amount, thus estab

come off this month.
long enough to leave his mark on the pages

cited among men eminent in science.
We have received an immense number of
water, or a caustic alkali, then steeping them
in successive clear liquors of chloride oflime, letters on this subj ect, but decline to publish
treating them with dilute sulphuric acid, called them, being content to state the question, to
sours, and then thoroughly washing them. let our readers know that such a controversy
Although these fabrics can be bleached per
fectly white by strong liquors, in a few hours j
the common practice is to use weak liquors,
requiring several days to complete and much

closed his eyes before they have been able to

process accelerated, by bleaching in tight box

curing said hasp on the socket by means of a opinion taught in astronomical works that it
plug, which passes through the hasp and sock rotates on its axis once in 28 days exactly, to
et into the lock. The plug is secured therein a second, is wrong. He has been supported
by means of elastic or yielding j aws, arranged in his controversy by Evan Hopkins, who, like
relatively and combined with a turn plate and himself, was educated at Cambridge, also
slotted tumblers. The above improvement is David Muset, and lately a German mathema
far preferable to the ordinary padlocks. It is, tician, John Von Gumpach, has published a
in reality, a tumbler lock, and may be made
pamphlet supporting the same views, in which
equally as secure against burglars or lock he asserts that Newton's proposition relative
pickers as bank safe locks. Sufficient play is to the m oon's rotation has been entirely mis
allowed the hasp on the socket, so that the understood by his followers. Dr. Lardner
door may yield to a certain extent, in case has j ust come out in defence of the moon's ro
heavy weights press against it.
tation, and Dr. Whewell read a paper on the
-----

death has

than cold, it certainly can be saved, and the

a regnlar manner from the nozzle of the blow
pipe.

full completion j

gas is expelled by a very moderate heat, but make their trial trips, which are expected to

that a jet of air of equal volume is forced in

tically tested, and operates well.

their

annually.

This

even in the middle ages.
In this address the idea was presented that
we were on the eve of some great discovery

which is to supersede steam everywhere j this

This eminent naval architect met with a

sum was paid for two years, when it was re

Ibs. of water, are placed together and stirred.
About one pound of hydrochloric acid is then
poured upon these materials, when the chlo

Budden death on the 26th ult., and our coun

fused, in 1853, the grounds tor such refusal

and

try has been deprived of one, in the very vigor

being those we have stated, as their defence.

Journal were quoted as authority in favor of

roform gas begins to generate, the cover is
then put on the generator, and the gas con

of

of manhood, being only thir�y-seven years
age,

who has

rendered his

name

fa

mous throughout the world. While proceed
ducted by a pipe into the leaden chamber ing in a wagon to Long Neck, L. I., to bring
which contains the fabrics. This gas half home his wife, his hC'rse ran away, and hav
bleaches the goods in the course of an hour ing jumped out of the wagon with a view of
or so j when hydrogen gas is introduced into
the box, to expel the chloroform. The goods
are then submitted a second time for a few

hours, to the action of chloroform gas, made
of a like quantity of materials, but distilled

from a zinc retort heated to 1 450 Fah. After
this operation oxygen gas is admitted to the
goods, which imparts to them a bluish shade.
They are then taken out, washed, dried, and
finished. This process may be very effectual,
but it appears to be too complicated for com
mon prac tice.
The other pa.tent is that of H. Hodgkinson,

The evidence of the workma.n, whose in

dis covery was stated to be electro-magnetism ;
Dr.

Lardner

such views.

and

We would

Newton's

Lrmdon

like to know the

vention it was stated to be, was introduced j

basis for announcing such opinions, for the

but it was proven that he was employed and

laws of electro-magnetism are now very well

paid to make the experiments instituted by

known, and they do not afford any grounds

the patentee,-that he merely did the work

for leading us t o adopt the opinion that elec

suggested and planned for him. The evidence

tro-magnetism can ever take the place of steam

stated that he had combined-prior to 1 849-

tism can operate machinery like steam, or

In this situation he was dis

an exhaust with a blast,-and that he had

water, or wind, but it is a far more expensive

covered by some persons who knew him, and

drawn sketches of his apparatus, and had

agent.

stopping the animal, he was struck by the
wagon and prostrated senseless on the middle
of the road.

who were riding in a carriage j

of Mr. Muir was also taken j and he indeed

as

a general motive agent.

Electro-magne

About twenty years ago there was

he was then sent them to England, and these were also considerable excitement respecting electro
instantly taken up and driven to his house in produced in evidence. It was from being in magnetism superseding steam power, and a
Cannon st., this city, where medical aid was formed of these things, that the defendants number of such engines were then construc
quickly obtained, but was of no avail j the refused to pay Mr. Bovill his license any long ted, therefore it is not by any means a new
spirit departed at 10 o'clock in the eveuing.
In 1853 the name of George Steers hecame

er j hence came this law suit.

All the testimony given in defence failed to

power.

We therefore cannot

conceive how

we can be " on the eve " of such a new dis

a national theme of praise, on account of the convince the jury, or the Judge, that the covery as an electro-magnetic motor, to su
splendid triumph of the yacht America-of plaintiff was not the first inventor, for it was persede steam power, according to the opin
which he was the builder-in England. It also proved that Mr. Muir had discontinued ions expressed in Mr. Meig's address.
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cStitntifit �mtritan.
A. B. C ofBoston.-We do not know of any one who
can supply you with a buckwheat hulling machine. We
should think that such a machine could be most readily
procured at some of the agricultural warehouses in your
city.
J. N. P., ofN. Y.-On page 241, ofMorfitt', work on loap
and candles, published by Parry & McMillan. Philadel
phia, the Belgian soap for scouring fine woolen textures
is described, also in Kurten's work, published by Lindsay
& Blakiston, Philadelphi.a., but you cannot get the colza
or palm oil. If you use common brown soap and add a
little ammonia you will obtain a good scouring soap. Com.
mon soft soap is the cheapest you can use for fulling pur.
poses. lfwe were in your place we would make experi·
iments with the cheapest materials in the neighborhood.
Uile a caustic lye of 2 lbs. of soda to 1 of quick-lime (or
use potash in place of soda) and try some of the cheapest
oils and tallow you can obtain.
N. H. H., of N. Y.-It is impossible for any person to
tell you how many cubic feet of hay in a
are requir
ed to make a tun. Every part of the mow. from top to
bottom differ in weight-the heaviest per cubic foot at
the bottom. The best wheel you can use is a good tur.
bine.
H. S. S ofOhio.-A cylinder planer to run true should
be perfectly balanced when suspended at the center. If
it is not, it is very difficult to make it run true. We are
not acquainted with any other method than that descri
bed by you for setting the journals of cylinders perfectly
horizontal.
J. L. ofLa,.-There is no work which treats of the Mis
sissippi high pressure engine published. Hodge on the
Steam Engine is a good work ; it is sold by Appleton &
Co., this city.
J. C. B., of La.-The sparkling beer to which you refer
must be old bottled lager beer.
J. W. R., of Pa.-We are not in possession of any more
inform ation on anastatic printing than has been pub.
lished in our columns. A small work was published
a few years since on the subject by Dr. Cowell, of Ips.
wicht Eng., but we have not a cOpY ofit. The art has not
yet become practical.
H. Z ofPa.-The most economical method of prepar
ing chips and shavings for manure is to place them in a
heap, pack them very close. and moisten them, to induce
rapid decomposition. Spent tan bark must be mixed
with quick-lime, in heaps, to fit it for manure. Leather
and offal mixed with the sulphate of iron (copperas) will
make manure.
T. R., of N. J .-Ralph Reeder's instrument has a chro.
nometer on it, which has a revolving index. Some of its
parts are like yours, but he received a patent some years
since, and invented it more than 20 years ago. We have
examined his instrument.
C. A. C., of Md.-Water will flow from a syphon when
its outer end is lower than the surface of the water in
side . The velocity of discharge is just in proportion to
the difference between the surface of the water and the
dischar,re end. A half inch pipe, with its discharge end
2 feet below the water level, will discharge 26 cubic inch
es per second, less the resistance of friction. which de.
pends on the length and character of the pipe. Very
little, if any. would pass through your pipe of] ,200 ft. long.
L. B., of Va.-We do not engage in the sale of Patent
Rights. Our other engagements will not allow us to at
tempt thi!t branch of business.
J. E. S .. of Pa.-G. W . Beardslee, of Albany. N. Y ..
commenced the manufacture of paper from wood. It iii
certainly the cheapest material we know of for the pur
pose. What the result of this enterprise may be, time
must determine. This or any other diversion from the
ordinary method of making paper, will tend to lessen the
price of rags, we should think.
F. D. W., of CaL-Round matches are cut by a ma.
chine ; they are dipped in stearine and. therefore. do not
require sulphur. The igniting materials are four parts of
phosphorus, 10 of sulphur. a little glue and a little smalt.
These are made into a paste, and the ends of the matches
dipped into it.
ll. M., of Boston.-Scores of paddle-wheels have been
brought before the public, but none have superseded the
old_fashioned one. If any person offers a reward for the
invention of a new one, we should be happy to give the
notice a wide circulation.
E. M., of Pa.-The motions of the gyroscope do not
depend on the resistance of the atmo:!!phere j it is not a
new motive power. Centrifu"alforce is inertia ; b ut the
term is applied so ali' to explain the direction oftha acting
force.
J. S of Mass.-Your explanation of the gyroscope is no
doubt correct j the philosophy of it is explained in all
works on mechanical philosophy, describing rotary mo
tion.
J. W. C., of Ind.-There are clocks which run while
being wound up they are very old.
Moneyreceived at the SC-;;;'T IJ'IO AMERIOAN Office,
on account of Patent Office business fOJ the week ending
Saturday, Sept. 27, 1856 ,E . P. & J. A. C., ofN. Y., $25 , P. F, E ., of Ill. . $30 ,
T. & C., of Vt., $30 , C. H., ofN. Y., $20 , R. T., ofN. Y.,
$30 , C. Van V., of Ill., $50 , T. S .. of Conn., $25 , E. L.
E of R. I., $20 , D . & R., ofN. Y., $30 , G. C. 2d, of
Conn., $30 , J. C. F. S., of Md., $100 , A. B. C of L. I.,
$25 , T. H., ofN. Y., $35 , G. 0 . , of N. Y., $30 , C . S., of
Ky $25 , W. B., of L. I., $57 , F. & C., of N. Y., $25 , W.
D. W .. of 0., $13 , G. D. L., ofN. Y., $27 , J. S. S., ofN.
J., $20 , S. S., of Ind., $10 , A. W. & Son, ofN. Y., $75 ,
A. O. W. & Co., of N. Y., $25 , W. H. S.,of R. 1., $25 , C.
M., of N. Y. . $25 , P. B., of N. Y., $65 , C . M., of N. Y.,
$10 , W. & J. C., ofN. J., $20 , J . P., ofN. Y., $25.
Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with
the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
Office during the week ending Saturday, Sept. 27th :W. & J. C. C., ofN. J. , T. S .. of Conn. , A. B. C., ofL.
I. , J. P., of N. Y. , W. G. B., of Ala. , W. H. B .. ofN. Y.,
J. D. S., of Mass. , C. S., ofKy. , B. C., ofN. Y. , C. 14.,
ofN. Y . , A. W., ofN. Y. , A. & A. S. W of N. Y. , A .
O. N . & Co., ofN. Y. , W . H. S., ofR. I. , C. M., ofN. Y.,
E. P. & J. A. C., ofN. Y. , P. B., ofN. Y., (2 c.,e.) .
.•

NOTJ:: .-In reply to invitations lately received from so.
eieties in various parts of the country, to lecture before
them the coming winter, on the subject of mechan
ical science, we would state that home duties prevent our
undertaking such engagements. We expect to remain at
our office, 128 Fulton street, the entire winter, and our
lectures shall go to all subscribers to the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN in weekly installments.
Subscribers and correspondents who expect to receive
answers to their letters, must furnish us with their proper
address, otherwise they will receive no attention. We
have a right to know who our correspondents are.
J. �' . T., of S. C.-There can be no doubt but the rais
ing of the water to flow the rice fields by the propeller
wheel is new. and can be patented, if you establish its
usefulness but we think that two large pumps can be
worked more economically, and will throw more water.
J.M. W., of Md.-A cast-iron shaft is one that is made
of molten iron, being molded and cal'lt into form, no mat.
ter whether it is heated and hammered afterwards or not.
A wrought-iron shaft is one that is forged into form. The
metal of the former is crystalline, that of the latter is
fibrous.
L. W. A of Mass.-The same kind of oil as that obtain
ed from th3 distillation of coal was employed quite. a num.
ber of years ago for lubricating purposes. India rubber,
as you seem to be aware, dissolved in variou:!! kinds of oil,
has been employed as a lubricator, and its office in coal
or any other oil is the same. We do not consider that it
makes any difference what the kind of oil is in which it
is employed. The oH is not new, and the india rubber in
oil is not new for lubrication. What then is new ? India
rubber lubricating oils were used to our knowledge seven
years ago
N. R. M., of N. Y.-tVe would advise you to get earth_
enware in place of iron pipe, because the wood acid will
not act upon it. Copper pipe would be more durable, and
ultimately more profitable for your purpOse than iron
pipe.
J. L. G of C. W.-A turbine wheel IS the cheapest
and :!! eventy-five per cent. of the water power is as much
as can be expected from cian overshot or brea:it.wheel.
Any of those who have advertised their wheels in the
SCI. AM .. will guarantee you this amount of power.
J. B of C. W.-There is no work published containing
an account of the shtistics of cotton and woolen factories
in tre United States. The United States statistics will
not give you full and correct information.
C. F. A., of Boston.-'Ve would advise you to get a copy
of Septimus Piesse's work on perfumery and scented
soaps ; it is published by Lindsay & Blakiston. Philadel·
phia. You will find something useful in it to make for
your purpose. All inks corrode steel pens, We did not
&,et the match mentioned in your letter.
W. S., of Md.-The principle ofgenerating steam enough
for each stroke of the engine by bringing the proper
quantity of water into contact with a heated surface is a
very old one, and created much interest some years ago,
particularly in England. From experimenb made it was
found not to work well. There is, we believe, some nov_
elty in your arrangement, and this might make it sue
cessfu], The difficulty in generating steam in this way is
that it assumes the globular or spheroidal form.
.A.. H. 'V., of C. W.-We send but two copies of our pa
per to your p�ace. Before we can alter their address we
shall require an order to that effect from the subscribers.
A British subject can purchase a patent right from an
American citizen, and freely enjoy the same under pro
tection of U. S. law the same as a citizen would.
W. W. L., of Miss.-Your application was filed in the
Patent Office on the 18th of August, and as soon as the
case b acted on we will advise you by mail. A rule of
our office precludes our entering the names you sent up
on our subscription books until the amount of subscrip_
tion is paid. We thank you, nevertheless, for your kind.
ness in trying to get us name!!.
A. M. R ofN. Y.-By the term stationary steam chest
we supposed you to mean a steam chest attached firmly
to the cylinder. like that ora stationary cylinder. There
are many oscillating engines with such steam chests con
taining common slide valves ; amon� them two patented
by Wm. Stephens, Pittston. Pa. All of these engines
have an arrangement of pipe substantially like yours. We
see nothing in your arrangements that would infringe on
any patAnt known to us.
M. B., of Brooklyn.-If we understand your invention
properly. and we believe we do, the engine cannot work
at all, for almost as soon as the piston upon which the
steam has first acted begins to be returned. by the action
of the steam on the second. the further escape of steam
from the first to the second cylinder is prevented by the
piston of the first cylinder passing the escape port.
P. R., of N. Y.-You write well considering the disad
vantages under which you have labored. One of our
rules have not been complied with by you. You cer
tainly are liable to the charges we made. It is wrong to
make positive assertions upon simple suppositions. An
explosion with hydrogen and oxygen can only take place
with the combining proportions that form water j there
fore there can be no .!Iuch gas as auzune. Ozone is a term
derived from the Greek, expressive ofits characteristics.
F L Zemp. Camden, S. C.-Wishes to purchase the
best hulling machine for removing bran from wheat be
fore grinding. He also wishes to correspond with the
owner of Robbins' patent for distilling resin. etc. We
hope SODle of our numerous readers can furnish the in
formation wanted by Mr. Zemp.
J, M., of Mass -We often receive models without the
names of their inventors attached to them. This is a
very great annoyance to us. Models sent in this careless
manner are liable to be lost sight of after a few weeks.
If you will send us a sketch and description of yours we
will endeavor to look it up.
T. B. J., of Mass.-There are, as you say. several pa·
pers that appropriate our articles without any credit.
Term. of Advertlsln".
This is wrong. You can procure the pamphlet you speak:
of, on iron buildings, by addressing James Bogardus. New Twenty.five cents a line each insertion. We respect·
fully request that our patrons will make their adver
York City.
J. N., of N. B.-The circular valve has long been used tisements as short as possible. Engravings cannot be ad
in oscillating engines. We do not discover any novelty mitted into the advertising columns.
0::::;0:- All adveltisementa must be paid fOI before insert
in your arrangement or mode of operatinG' it. We can
in&'�
not advise an application for a patent.
mow
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REQUEST-LIBERAL OFFER.-W. propose to
every person in the United States, who is
A send into the
interested
manufacture of lumber. or improved
machinery, a full illustrated description of two valuable
inventions. First,
THE COMBINATION PORTABLE STEAM SAW_
MILI....-This is a new upright mill, so simple in its con
struction that any one can put it up and run it-is ea.sily
moved from place to ,Place-may be easily shipped to any
part of the countrY-IS capable of cutting from six to ten
thousand feet in every
twenty.four hours ; while. at the
same time it is furnished at so Iow a rate as to bring it
w
a
s r
����:!d� �ic�!lJ il�Ti�T ��ftT�� rctrfiD���The
d ing,
u i
e
a
��7st!��lli�nr;:� �i::;ra� s���!hiI� l� :�ti�e;: Y
We wish. therefore, to obtain a list of all the machinists,
lumbermen and saw-mill men in the United States, and
to any person who will send us a list of such parties in his
vicinity, and the address of each, we will send in return,
il
n e
' e a
�r�ffl ��������r f! :1�\j�i�:dS��r!;·. f�� o�:���r . hi�
case we receive more than one list from the same locali
ty, we shall send the " Journal" to the party from whom
we receive the first list! only. The New England States
a
n
er
����l!t!dC!its��a! d!�i;ed� J ;M�EEr�R��:r &to.�l
44
Spruce street, New·York.

Partner and $1,000, in the manufac
WANTED-A
ture of Window Blinds, &c. One that can take
charge of business preferred. A good water-power, and
machinery in operation. Business for 4 to 6 hands the
year around. , P ine lumber at half New_York prices. A
rare chance is offered, if taken soon. For particulars,
s
mi es ) e
R��� vill:,PE��Jfo�ci ���Jg�l�n�;;:�:J!� s , r. �

o AXE MAKERS-Wanted, a practical working
T man, who can be well·recommendt'd, as foreman of
an axe-factory. He will be required to take charge ofthe
shop, temper. and make himselfgenerally useful-appli
catIon to state salary required and in what establhhment
parties have acquired their experience. Apply to R.
HOLT & CO., Dunda<, C. W.
4 2"'

IN BORING MACHINES.-ThiB
IMPROVEMENT
improvement consists of an arrangement by which the
auger can be driven in any direction the operator chooses,
rendering the machine far superior to any other now in
use. RIUE & DRYDEN, Worcester, Mass.
4 4.'*'
(84
pacALLISTER'S
PRICRD
CATALOGUE,
M
l
a
t
!'hilo;:�hl��l i��::������}f�:n�f��d �r:� �:n:;�li��ti��
a
e
s
:�� u��:la� ��!i:����ra��:zh�i��IPD���[;: I�st���
ments, Microscopes, Spy Glasses, Thermometers, Magic
s
o
�t��!����;1Z����� ' ����e :�:��h�fus��R!i: 'J:�!:!:
Camera Obscuras, Claude Lorraine Mirrors, Lenses,,
Levels, Pentagraphs, &c. McALLI8TER & BROTHER
Opticians , (Established in 1796.) 194 Chesnut st. , Phila. 1
es
Ofgreat value to Mechanics, besid
RECIPES00
Adother useful matter, for four letter stamps. I"
.,
dress. Box 22. Rochester, N. Y.
E N T S �VANTED.-Aoidress (with stamp for
AGsample,)
Box 4.63, Rochester, New_York.
I'*'

ANTED-Agents to sell Steel Plate Engravings
W including the beautifully illustrated Engraving
the "Lord's Prayer and Ten Commandments." An active
er w t
p a n
�o�fh. � �r �a�fi:!1a�:. !�Jr�:s D�H�M��JO�i? *��
167 Broadway, New-York.
4 2SAFETY
SALE-KNIGHT·S
!<'OR
IGHTS
R VELOPE S. patented April, 1856. SpecimensEN_
can
be seen at the Exhibition in Boston, New.York, Phila_
b r r,P J�dr:i h�:IY to Ri .i' .
p i
f[3iUjiT ��6\ ��:ke� s��ee h
S FOR THE
AGENT",-THIMBLE
FOR
EADY
R MILLIONS THAT HUSK CORN.-The
under_
�lJs���tGe1ilt�'i�L���(i1i�:t���e���;�:���r��i�
SCI. AM.) Hardware Dealen and Country Merchants are
requested to send on their orders at once. Satisfaction
warranted, or no sale. Circulars sent on application.
Address J. H. GOULD, (Sole Proprietor,) Alliance,
4 3"'
Stark County, Ohio.
of
set
SALE,-One
FOR
PRESSES
IL
O zontal Oil Presses. complete consisting of twoHori·
cyl
copper. and boxes containing 8 bags
inders. lined with hydraulic
and �onnections,�,!-nd
each, with plates.these pressespumps
are built the most Im
tables.
heating
proved and substantial manner, and can be delivered im
mediately squeezers and bait can also be furnished if
CO AtAa�ic
e
4.
S���� � n;:l\{ro;ks:1��0�Yl�?£F�. &
ROBINSON'S
PATENT
HEAD
TURN
N • W.
ING AND PLANING MACHINE, for Heads of
all kinds and descriptionso ; it will make from 200 to 350
r
O
d
�ill bl��:�� ���i1�ri: :� fh:���st:i��1!� e�N, ����t
the Fair of the American Institute. in October, where
those wishing for Machines or State rights can see it in
operation and judge of its merits for themselves. All
b�m:d��!�:!tn;�n�<:B\�nStgN�c��sIBWE�h�Shc��
I 6'*'
Keeseville, Essex Co., N. Y.
NEW AND SCIEN'l'IFIC INVENTION-Dr
Galvano-Electric Regenerator. Patent
A Cheever's
Jan. 15th, 1856. A circular relating to the use ofthe
issued
instrument, embracing a general treatise of atony of the
s
r
;h: ::J�ll::;��b��:n�� �J\��i:�th� �r��! :� :g:!;����
e
a
r b
1�a.lf�'ati�: a��l�!ir� t;���et�e U: �� i!;�:te is
::ri�;belh�1r
should directed to DR. J . CHEEVER, No. 1 Tremont
61 4Temple, Boston
LARK'S PATENT WATER REGULATOR-
C The
only perfect security against steam boiler explo
sions, caused by want of water. Every steam boiler
a
g t
a r
f���:st�;�h:S'tal!: :�d T!;�t�:��, fo�I���e b� ��h�s
HILLS. 12 Platt st., N. Y.
1 4eow"
large assortment of this interest·
GYROSCOPES-A
ing and wonderful scientific curiosity constantly_man
ufactured and for sale by JAME S W. QUEEN, 264
Chesnut street, Philadelphia. Illustrated catalogues by
S 34
mail gratis.
SALE-A variety of valuable patents in town
F OR
or State rights, very low for cash, by GEORGE
WHEELER & CO., Patent Right and Real Estate
Agents, No. 334. Broadway, N. Y. N. B. We buy, sell
and procure patents on commission and exchange for all
kinds of availabl&;R,roperty ; charging nothing unless the
business we take in hand is accomplished.
3 2*
0

1D

j

.•

----------

HERVA JONES' CORN PLANTING MA

• chines. Co-partnership.-The undersigned have
J
entered into a co-partnership under the style of J. Herva

BELTING, Steam Packing. Engine
MACHINE
Hose.-The superiority of these articles manufac
tured of vulcanized rubber is established. Ever;r belt
will be warranted superior to leather, at one-third less
price. The Steam Packing is made in every variety, and
warranted to !:Itand 300 degs. of heat. The hose never
needs oiling. and is warranted to stand any
required pres
sure ; tOJether with aU varieties of rubber adapted
to
mechanIcal purposes. Directions, prices, &c can be ob
tained by mail or otherwise. at our warehouse. New
York Belting and Packing Co., JOHN H. CHEEVER,
Treasurer, No. 6 Dey street, N. Y.
4.8 14*
.•

!iREA'
J' WESTERN MACHINERY AND PAT
ent Agency.-}J . E . ELLSWORTH having disposed
o his interest in the firm, the business hereafter well be
conducted under the firm and style of DAVID RICH
ARDS & CO. We are prepared to sell all kinds of valuable improvements and machinery throughout the Uni
ted States. For further information address
DAVID RICHARDS & CO.,
No. 6 <1 Randolph st.. Chicago, Ill .
51 6 "
mCULAR SA WS-We respectfully caU the atten
c
o
l
t
u
me;f������i; �����d��:J i:�h� �It:neuf!�fu::�f ��;
Circular Saws. Being sole proprietors of Southwell's
patent for grinding saws, we are enabled to grind circular
saws from six inches to six feet with the greatest accuracy
and precision. The impossibility of grinding
with
out leaving it uneven m thickness has alwaysa saw
been acn
e
r t
s
th
ra ����a ! ��tn :� �fb���:����tl;��a�:d i� ;�::.
h
S
t s o
�lli
n:���i� � l��� t �i��� We �ilf ��:�a�:ff��;s,s:��
f
d
e
o
� v�� i� t'i�kn!��S�r :!�d��lf�ern�::as�a� t�i����lis
from the edge to the center, as mar be desired.
As there
are no thick or thin places. the fnction on the surface of
the sa.w is uniform. consequently it will remain stiff and
l s
s
I
s
!���th.�a';� \��\U:;�i�d !�it:o� b: liibl!��'be:�e ::.
true. This is the oldest etablishment now in existence
for the manufacture of circular saws in the Dnited States.
e
i
re�:i,!�!
a� ::;r �:��h���, �0��8 {;�*!��t ..<if!��.
WELC!l & GRIFFITHS.
44 13 ..
MACHINFS-Circular and straight
KNITTING
knitting machines of all sizes and gauges on hand
and made to order. WALTER AIKEN, Franklin, N.H.
46 13"
PATENT PERPETUAL LIME KILN,
PAGE'S
will burn 100 ba.rrels of lime with three cords of
wood every 24 hours likewise my coal kiln will burn 150
bushel witn I tuh bituminous coal in the same time coal
is not mixed with limestone. Rights for sale.
C . D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y.
45 26
�O STEAM ENGINES-From 3 to 40·horse power
�fa:'IS en��s�C:�dbl:iiin��e:oiddct�i!�rsfhr t��;h�re�M t
BURD O N. 102 Front st., Brooklyn.
41 tf
QUARTZ MILLS ofthe most improved con·
GOLD
struction ; will crush more quartz and do it finer
alcO�i����";l� B���ki:; osts much less.
(fN.
�U��
t
.
4ft1f
AIL'S CELEBRATED PORTABLF: S'rEAM
Engines and Saw Mills. Bogardus' Horsepowers,
V
Smut Machines, Saw and Gri�t Mill irons and Gearing,
Saw Gummers, Ratchet Drills, &t:. Orders for light and
heavy forging and c astt8GANu� d lj��ll
L
if�
13 IY"
9 Gold st.,(fOD,
N. Y.
ILMER & CQ" Electrotypers, and Manufacturer.
F of Electrotype materials, 128 Fulton st., N. Y. Mold.
mg Presses, Batteries, Cases. Backing Pam, Shaving Ma
chines, Metal Kettles, Planes. Blocks. Building Irons. etc.,
etc., on hand. or furnished at short notice, and at moder
ate charges. Adams' Improved batteries and black-lead
machines also for sale.
28 tf
AGE'S
PATENT
CIRCULAR
SAW
MILLS
P with Steam Engine and Boiler. on hand and for sale
for $1500 . at Schenck Machine Depot, 163 Greenwich st.
New York. A. L. ACKERMAN.
49 10
IRCULAR
fOA
W
MILLS-The
subscriber
h ..
C on hand, and is constantly manufacturing those cel
ebrated mills. with saws from 30 to 80 inches diameter.
adapted to manufacturin� most kinds of lumber, and
iv
prices, &c., ::�r:ss
w.ytIF�4It;Ji . N�:t�������: J'�;.
j

j

MACHINERY-CROZIER'S PATENT
BARREL
is unrivalled in point of quality and quantity of work
performed, and may b" seen constant operation at the
Barrel Manufactory of the undersigned. For rights and
WELCH & CROZlJ<� R.
machines address
43 IS"'
Oswego. N. Y.
1D

oBoring
CAR BUILDERS-For Sale, one new Upri�ht
Mill tor boring car wheels. �aker's pllce
T will
be sold for $300 cash. Addre" GEO. S. LIN.

$600 .

COLN & CO., Hartford, Ct.

ltf

FLUFS--All sizes and any length prompt·
;V,0ILER
ly furniBhed by JAMES O. MORSE & CO., No. 79
ohn st.. N. Y.
61 3mos
PIPE-Plain. al,o galvanized
WROUGHT-IRON
inside and outside. sold at wholesale by JAMES O.
MORSE & CO., No. 79 John st N. Y.
5l 3mos
.•

& BOND , Artlst., S9 Nassau .t, N.Y., Me.
F ORBES
chanicaland general Draughtsmen on wood,stone,&c.

! OIL ! OIL ! -For railroads, steamers, and for
O IL
machinery and 'timrning-PeasEl's Improved Machine
ry and Burnine Oil will save fifty per cent., and will not
gum. This oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubri
cating and burning, and found in no other oil. It is of
fered to the public upon the most reliable, thorough, and
practical test. Our most skillful engineer� and machinistR
pronounce it superior and cheaper than any other, and
the only oil that is in all cases reliable and will not gum.
l.'he S C ientific American, after several tests, pronounced
it .. superior to any other ther have ever used for machin·
ery." For sal� °SIl>�>1gE��i}d�
� :t�,� �ff���N:uf� r.
. .
And W. S. ROWLAND & CO., Agent, for Chicago,
Ill.
N. B,-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United
States and Europe.
1 tf
ROTARY PLANING MACHINE.
N (loRCROSS
The Supreme Court of the U. S at the 'l'erm ofl863
and ISM, having decided that the patent granted to Nich
olas G. Norcros!l, of date }'eb, 12. 1860, for a Rotary PIa.
nin� Machine for Planing Boards and Planks lS not an
infrmgement of the Woodworth Patent.
d c e
r
t
ca!�� �u�eh::eJ�� ;;"pTI���;�%� 8��l(jR C�O cA�
Office for sale of rights at 'lfl St1.te street, Boston. and
Lowell. Mass,
45 6m.
EW
HAVEN
MFG.
CO.-Machini,ts·
Too}s,
Iron
N Planers. Engine and Hand Lathes, Drills. Bolt Cut
ters, Gear Cutters, Chucks, &c., on hand and finVihing.
These Tools are of superior quality. and are for sale low
c ii
r
or
v
fi�nC�!d p�r!:s� =3lr:�s� ;, J:� H�v� � )1:���gtS�:l��
1 tf
Co " New Haven. Conn.
.•

Jones & Co" for the manufacture and sale of his well
known planting machines, and are now ready to contract
them at wholesale prices, with exclusive right of sale in
specified sections. to res�onsible men. Anr person who
wishes to interest him�elf and will communIcate with us,
shall receive by return mail a circular containing our
wholesale prices, our terms, and our recommendation!!
en
N
�1���i �Atz8�¥��0!i.[ir*l s�·:1:J.fr.g2, 1Jl:
LEB C. CHURCH.
3 3"'
Rockton, Winnebago Co., Ill.
30 INCH GRAIN �nLLS-La.
HARRISON'S
test Patent.- A supply constantly on hand. Price
AGENTS-For unparallaled induce- $200 . Address New Haven Manufacturing Co New
1 tf
menls. Send stamp 10 M. J. COOK. A. Haven, Conn.
1 Detroit,
000
3 2,0
B.,
Mich.
I!
0ILER INCRUSTATIONS PREVENTED
A simplei.and chea condenser manufactured by
STEAM ENGINFS.-S. C. HILLS
102 Front st 'Brooklyn, will take every par.
PORTABLE
No. 12 Platt st., N. Y., offer. for sale these Engines, m. Burdon.
of lime or salt out of the water, rendering it as pure
with Boilers. Pumps, Heaters, etc., all complete, and ticles
as Croton, before entering the boiler. Persons in want
very compact. from 2 to 10 horse power, suitable for print of
will please state what the bore and
ers, carpenters, farmers. planter., &c. A 2 1-2 horse can such ofmachines
the enJi,nes are, and what kind of water is to be
be seen in store, it occupies a apace 5 by 3 feet, weighs stroke
O tl
600 lbs., price $240 i other sizes lD proportion. 1 'eSw w�
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i titntifit �mtritan.
£tienct anh
The

New

Proces s

�rL

of !tlanufactnrina

mer ; and he claimed the process, not a spe

been carried far enough (which the lessened

cific apparatus, although he describes how been so highly praised ; and that some of Mr.

flnidity of the iron will indicate,) he will turn

the process can be conducted by an apparatus

the vessel on its axis and discharge the con-

Iron.

In the three preceding numbers of this vol

tents of it into a suitable mold, having COI!l
partments of such dimensions as will form
ingots suitable for the puddling process."

M.'s refined metal was rendered malleable

(as is required by law,) but does not claim the decarbonized.

specific apparatus.

This could not happen unless

In short, it appears to us the air which he employed in his blast, com

that Mr. Bessemer's patent is nothing more bined with some of the carbon of the crude
than an extended description of J. G. Mar molten metal, and carried it off.

It was there

tien's, to whose invention he never alluded in fore a practical demonstration, that his pro

FIG. 1 .

ume, we have described the new process for

his paper read before the British Association,

producing a very improved character of iron

although he must have been well aware of its

from common crude pig iron, by submitting

existence.

the latter, while in a molten state, to the action
of air or steam under pressure.

semer made his later expriments, which have

When the workman j udges the process has

We claim this invention as that of an Amer

This inven

ican citizen, and we have proven it to be such

tion has been claimed by and for Henry Bes
semer, of London ; he read a paper on the
subject before the late meeting of the British

Bessemer claims for his, and being a prior in
vention, reduces his

(Bessemer's invention)

into that of Joseph Gilbert Martien, of New
ark, N. J., now residing in London.

from copies of the patents in our possession.

A correspondent of the London Mechanics

James Nasmyth, inventor of the steam ham

Magazine, September 6th, questions Mr. Bes

mer, in a letter to the London Times, respect

Association in England ; has secured a pat

cess accomplished the very thing which Mr.

semer's title to the invention.

He asserts that

Mr. Martien's patent has, tor its object " pre

ent for it, and the British Press generally has

ing this invention, alludes to one of his own,
which he states, Mr. Bessemer spoke favora

cisely that which Bessemer does, and he is at

the discovery.

bly of, as being the means which led him to

a loss how the invention can be Bessemer's."

this invention.

He also asserts that he does not see " how any

accorded him the entire praise and credit 0

In our last number we stated

that Bessemer was not the inventor of the pro
cess, but J. G. Martien, of Newark, N. J., who
secured a patent for it in England three months
prior to the date of Besseme.r's, and we will
now proceed to present more important infor
mation relating to it.
Figures 1 and 2 of the accompanying en
gravings are V"'.rtical sections, in elevation, of
Bessemer�s Furnace, copied from the London

Illustrated NWls of the 6th inst. ;

a

d is an

fully who is the real inventor of this process.

puddled, and is no doubt an improvement also.

Mr. Bessemer, will find his plumes, considera

The same effect was accomplished previously

bly ruflle d.

Our Patent Office, in its zeal-not

The principle of his invention is

ating j ets of steam at the bottom of the molt
en metal in Lhe cupola furnace, which j ets

h is the main blast pipe

The process, no doubt, embraces a great im
leading to the blowing engine ; i is an open
ing for the escape of flame, gaseous products provement in the manufacture of iron, and the
and slag, when the metal is boiling ; f is the nature of that process is, distinctly, the forc
tapping hole for the discharge of the metal ing of jets of air or steam and air combined,
k is a man

nace."

metal in the furnace in which it is smelted or

the agitation of the molten metal, by gener

f is

hole for cleaning out and repairing the i uterior

it is simply a method of agitating the molten

path of !ome inventors-helped him to curtail

an annular air passage communicating with

when it is refined or purified.

ing up through and penetrating every part of
the molten metal as it comes from the fur

his claim.

internal lining of fire brick ; c is the lower

of the sole

and disclaims it ; it is not the same process ;

tor assisting, but throwing obstacles in the

convert it into malleable iron or steel ; b is the

(Martien)

nace. Mr. Martien alludes to this in his patent,

ber, 1 853.

erate on the molten pig iron, to purify and

the tuyere pipes, g.

right to the use of a blast of air or steam ris

a patent was granted to him on the 9 th Octo

drical vessel in which the blast is made to op

upper chamber for remelting scrap iron ;

one can deprive him

while still in the smelting or puddling fur

passed up th rough the metal.
FIG. 3 .

When the public comes to understand

.. ' -. . .

by H. W. Woodrut!; of Watertown, N. Y., and

is the

plate metal casing of the apparatus or cylin

chambcr containing the fluid iron.

This was the use of a j et or

jets of steam forced through the molten metal

Litcral'V Notices.
THE NO R T H B R I T I S H REVIEw._The present number
of this Quarterly.-6Rteemed by many to be the ablest
of all the Reviews-contains eight exceJ lent essays, one
on .. C hristian Missions:· is totally different from the one
in the Westminster U,e view-is more thorough and trust·
worthy, and deserves to be widely read ; another on
.. Holland and its Martyrs and Heroes,�' pa � a high and
ii
t
or
n
��:;�PH�Ii��� �� O�a���� b�����lli�!�t�� e�{�
ing foreign affairs at least, who does not read the Quar.
terlies published by Leonard S cott & C o . , No. 54. Gold
street. this city.

�i!

REIGART'S LUE OJ' ROBERT FULTOI'f .-This work,
brietly reviewed by us two weeks since , is a handsome
volume neatly printed on fine paper, and finely illustra.
ted. It is published by C. G. Henderson & Co., Phil.del
and can be obtamed. we suppose, of all the booksel_
fe���1

through molten pig metal, after it is run from
the smelting furnace ; the air or steam per

of the chamber ; m (fig. 1) is the opening forming the office of refining the metal by
through which the molten crude irou is run in carrying off its impurities-this is the inven
from the smelting furnace to the refining tion. Who is the inventor of this process 1
chamber, c.

n

is a fire-clay tuyere.

Several

tuyeres are fitted in, at separate distances
apart, around the bottom of the chamber, and
the arrows represent the blast of air passing
through the hot molten metal, and up through
one of the escape openings, i.

The two suc

ceeding figures, 3 and 4, represent the appara
tus for refining the metal taken from his pat
ent sealed on the 7th June last. These figures
represent a molder's large ladle,-one of an

We say, J. G. Martien, of Newark, N. J.

He

obtained a patent for it in "England before Bes

OF

semer obtained his,-the one from which we
quote, and from whose sheet of drawings figs.

3 and 4 are taken.

THE

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

T o prevent any mistake

respecting who was the first inventor, let it be

TWELFTH

remembered, that the above i s taken from his
full and perfect specification of the 7th of

YEAR

June last ; he cannot go beyond that, and at

Read ! Read ! ! Read ! ! !

that time he describes it as a preparatory pro

a (fig. 3) is an outer casing of cess for refining iron for pUddling. Let us
plate iron : b is an internal lining of fire-clay. now turn to J. G. Martien's process, patented
c is a supporting iron frame ; f is a perforated 1 1 th Sept., 1855, specified and sealed in Lon
fire-tile cover laid loosely over the mouth of don March 1 1 th, 185 6-three months before

egg shape.

the vessel, to allow the impurities and flame
to pass out ; and also to form a support to the
air or blast pipe, g.

Bessemer's .

The specification says, " I preFIG. 2 .

In the refining furnace of M r . Bessemer,
represented by figs. 1 and 2, we recognize a

This figure being a vertical section does not

very good apparatus for carrying out the pro

show the axis, nor the usual handles or levers

cess of refining iron, invented by Mr. Martien

on each side for carrying and pouring out the
metal.

but nothing more-the process is not the in

Fig. 4 is another form of a kindred

vention of Bessemer, and even in this furnace

ladle ; its case is plate metal. h, lined with
fire-clay ;

f

there is but little that is new ; nothing but

is its supporting frame, and k is

the handle for carrying it and tipping it to

what would readily suggest itself to an iron

conducting spout opening to receive the molt

struction to the common blast furnace.

8melt�r, because it is so similar in its con

pour out the metal when refined ; it has a

en metal passing from the smelting furnace
down the conducting tube, r. l is the opening
to allow the slag and gases to flow out. When
a charge of molten iron was run into the ves

sel (fig. 3 ,) the cover was put on, the pipe, g,

pers.

inserted, and the air blast applied as shown.
Respecting fig. 4, the specification says

"

:

This vessel should be placed near the dis

charge hole of the blast furnace, and at such
level that the fluid iron may be run direct

a

into it.

The vessel should be of such dimen

sions as to be nearly filled with a single charge

from the furnace.
in, I pass a

pipe through the

I prefer to use hot blast, and

that the air should be heated as high as practicable ; or cold air may be used, it desired ;

in either case it will be found that the oxygen

will thus be introduced into the metal and will
rapidly combine with and carry off a lar ge

p ortion of the carbon and the

ceived that the air of the blast united with
the carbon of the molten metal, and thus it

spout, into

air and steam mixed together, is then to be
forced into the metal and allowed to bub ble
up through it.

"'It may be said that Mr. Bessemer first per

As soon as the iron is let

the vessel, and allow the end to dip into the
metal . A current of atmospheric air, or both

impurities .

The most extensively circulated, the most inte rest
ing. reliable. attractive. and cheapest publication of its
kind. is the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN� It has, by
far , the largest circulation, and stands, by common cou
sent, at the head of , all other scientific papers in the
world. Its contributors and Editors are P R A C T I C A L ,
E N E R GIETIC, and EXPERIENCED MEN, whose con
tant endeavor is to extend the area of knowledge, by
presenting it to the mind, in a. simple, attractive, and
practical form.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is printed once a
week, in convenient quarto form for binding, and pre 
sents an elegant typographical appearance. Every num
ber contains Eight Larg� Pages, of reading, abundantly
illu.trated with ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS.
All the most valuable patented discoveries are delinea
ted and described in its issues. so that, as respects inven.
tiona. it may be justly regarded as an ILLUSTRAT E D
REPERTORY, where t h e inventor may learn what has
been done before him, and where he may bring to the
world a KNOWL E D GE of his own achievements.
REPORTS OF U. S . PA TENTS granted are also pub.
lished every week. including Official Copie. of all the
PATENT C LAIM S . These Claims are published in
the S cn:: N TIJ'IC AMliRICAN ,'n atlvanctJ 01 all ot h er pa

decarbonized itself. This amounts to saying,
that he only saw more of the advantages of
dinary process of refining iron by the use of Martien's invention, that its author. This of
a refinery furnace, should be dispensed with, ten happens with inventors. Blanchard, when
and that the purifying of the iron should be he patented his gun-stock machine, did not

fer, in carrying out my invention, that the or

accomplished, by subjecting the melted iron see all the varied and useful purposes to which
from a blast furnace, before it is allowed to it might be applied, but that did not render it

congeal, to the action of streams of air, or of one whit less his invention. But we have
steam, passed up through and amongst the been assured by Mr. Martien that he made a
melted metaL" This proves conclusively that successful experiment in refining 2000 lbs. of

Mr. Martien is a prior inventor to Mr. Besse-

crude iron by his process long before Mr. Bes-

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

Mechanics. Inventors, Engineers. C hemistR. Manufac.
turers, Agrict1.lturi8t�. and People of every Profession in
Life, will find the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN to be of
great value in their respective callings.
Its counsels and suggestions will s8ve them Hundreds
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